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ABSTRACT
Temporal Orientation and Consumer Empowerment:
Examining a Las Vegas Casino Loyalty Program

by
Flavia Hendler
Dr. Kathryn LaTour, Examination Committee Chair
Assistant Professor of Marketing
University of Nevada, Las Vegas

This study examines how temporal orientation impacts perception of a loyalty
program. It examines how control over loyalty program features impacts the subjective
experience of empowerment for customers with three temporal orientations; PresentHedonistic (PH), Present-Fatalistic (PF), and Future-Oriented (FO). The study analyzes
whether future-oriented individuals evaluate the more long-term and abstract levels
associated with choice, while present-oriented individuals look for concrete details and
the more immediate benefits of their consumption experience. A qualitative technique,
the Zaltman Metaphor Elicitation Technique (ZMET), is used in order to capture the
conscious and unconscious meanings associated with a casino loyalty program by
members of a Las Vegas-based casino. The results indicate that temporal orientation
changes the types of benefits sought in a loyalty program as well as the types of
relationships formed with a company. Findings also evidence similarities between
groups and provide a mental representation of an ideal Las Vegas casino loyalty program.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
Player A enjoys telling his friends that he lives one day at a time and is known as a
thrill seeker. Player B, meanwhile, has set specific goals for himself and is very focused
upon aehieving them. For Player B, meeting deadlines and doing neeessary work eome
before today’s play. Both individuals are gamblers in Las Vegas and members of casino
loyalty programs (players’ elubs), but while Player A joined beeause of the immediate
points given upon signing. Player B considers the immediate benefits taeky giveaways,
and is more interested in enjoying the long term benefits of his membership. In Las
Vegas, player’s elubs offer a variety of benefits with different levels of ehoiee and
eontrol for their customers. However, due to their personality traits. Player A and Player
B may have different perceptions and expeetations of sueh benefits, though eurrent
programs treat them equally.
The deseriptions of the fietional charaeters Player A and Player B are based on traits
from the Zimbardo Time Perspective Inventory (ZTPI) (Zimbardo & Boyd, 1999). ZTPI
is an established scale that measures a widely researched personality variable: one’s
temporal orientation, which is one’s chronic tendency to focus on the past, present or
future. Previous marketing studies have shown that temporal orientation relates to
consumer behavior. For example, Walsh (1995) found that future-oriented individuals

recognize trade-offs between present and future higher order choices while presentoriented individuals do not. This study investigates whether temporal orientation impacts
(1) the meanings associated to loyalty programs, (2) the types of benefits desired, and (3)
the types o f relationships formed with a company. This researeh aims to shed light onto
the emotional, conscious, and unconscious mechanisms relating loyalty programs to
consumer relationships, focusing on the consumer’s subjective experienee of
empowerment.

Consumer Empowerment
Many authors have advocated increased consumer empowerment, or a shift of power
in the marketplace from suppliers to consumers, which is considered a response to
increasing technological capabilities, access to information, and consumer choice
(Harrison, Waite, & Hunter, 2006; Pires, Stanton, & Rita, 2006). However, consumer
choice has a very interesting counter-intuitive element: having more options is not
necessarily better (Iyengar & Lepper, 2000). For, having more choices may lead to a
feeling of discomfort assoeiated with ‘losing’ the forgone option (Cannon, Waterbroeh &
Zeelemberg, 2003). More choices may lead to a tendency to defer decision, to seek other
alternatives, or to choose the default option (Dhar, 1997; Tversy & Shafir, 1992).
Wathieu et al. (2002) offer a set of researeh directions for understanding the positive and
negative consequences of increased control and the factors that translate in the subjective
experienee of empowerment. Those researchers propose that the experience of
empowerment is influenced, amongst other factors, by one’s control over choice-set
composition. In other words, their hypothesis is that the perception of empowerment will

be driven less by the size of the provided choice set than by the consumer’s ability to
specify and adjust the choice context.

Methodology
A qualitative technique, the Zaltman Metaphor Elicitation Technique (ZMET) (see
Zaltman, 1996, 1997), is used to identify the meanings associated with an ideal loyalty
program by members of a Las Vegas casino loyalty program who display a temporal bias
(temporal orientation). Three temporal orientations based on the ZTPI are analyzed:
customers who are present-oriented and display a hedonic approach to life (presenthedonistic (PH)), customers lacking a distinct time-orientation who hold a fatalistic view
of life (present-fatalist (PF)), and customers who are future-oriented (FO) (Zimbardo &
Boyd, 1999).

Rationale for the Study
In a study that inspired this research, Martin, Gnoth, and Strong (In press) propose
that a match between the time register of an advertisement and the temporal orientation of
the viewer will lead to enhanced evaluations of the ad. They utilize Temporal Construal
Theory to investigate how people with present and future temporal orientations respond
to ads with near-future and distant-future distance primes, respectively. Their research
suggests that attitudes are more favorable when there is temporal congruency between a
consumer’s chronic temporal focus (temporal orientation) and the situational temporal
distance prime they view in the ad. In other words, attitudes are more favorable when a
future-oriented person construes information in a distant-future (rather than near-future)

context and a present-oriented person construes information in a near-future (rather than
distant-future) context. Martin, Gnoth, and Strong use Construal Level Theory to explain
the cognitive mechanisms behind their findings. CLT proposes that psychologically
distant events (which include temporally distant events) tend to be represented in more
abstract levels than psychologically near events.
Rather than focusing upon temporal distance and the cognitive mechanisms that
explain the aforementioned favorable attitudes, this research seeks to examine whether
PO individuals look for concrete details and the immediate benefits of a marketing effort
(i.e. the loyalty program benefits), while future-oriented individuals look for more
abstract qualities and long-term benefits. Zimbardo and Boyd’s (1999) identification of
the PF (one with a fatalistic view) suggests that one’s tendency to focus on the past,
present, or future may be related to a higher or lower perception of eontrol, thus
highlighting the potential for theory-grounded research on temporal orientation and
consumer empowerment.

The Researeh Context
The serviee context allows for new perspectives on the notion of consumer
empowerment. In the services arena, the possibilities for exercising ehoiee and control
are present in multiple phases of the consumption cycle, sueh as consumption and service
recovery. Most of the literature, however, examines ehoiee in the product purchase phase.
Additionally, the consumer impacts the serviee outcome as an active agent in the creation
of the final product. The intense interaction between supplier and consumer in the

delivery of services may either increase the perceived degree of empowerment, or rather,
account for yet another instance where the need for eontrol remains unfulfilled.
The more specific context of loyalty programs is in itself a fertile ground for researeh
on the domain of consumer empowerment. Loyalty programs have technological
capabilities that facilitate increased consumer decision-making, sueh as purchase-based
rewards, for example. Furthermore, as consumers enter long-term relationships with a
easino—the rationale behind loyalty programs—they encounter an enhanced ability to
impact their respective individual experiences; they have more extensive knowledge of
the product at hand, which should duly translate into increased empowerment. A lot of
marketing literature relates loyalty programs to key constructs sueh as customer
satisfaction, loyalty, and ehoiee. Yet, there is no examination of how loyalty programs
relate to eontrol and empowerment.
Casino loyalty programs, in particular, have several unique elements that enrich the
understanding of consumer empowerment. Firstly, easino loyalty programs provide a
high degree of customization to valuable customers. For example, when designing its
total rewards program and establishing an upper tier called 7 Diamond, Harrah’s
corporation set out to create a tier of membership in which no customer request would be
denied (R. Fine, personal eommunieation, September 24, 2008). Another unique aspect of
the easino context is its susceptibility to chance. Upfront, the consumer is aware of a risk
factor - the risk of losing. The consumer automatically initiates each experienee without
a complete sense of eontrol over its outcome. Risk is, in fact, part of gambling’s appeal
(Cotte & LaTour, In press). The gambling context allows us to identify the meanings

associated with risk and how the probabilistic elements of the experience (and of some
program benefits) relate to consumer empowerment.

Relevance of the Study
This study adds to existing academic research in multiple ways. Firstly, it
supplements the literature on consumer loyalty by investigating the role of temporal
orientation in the consumer relationship. Secondly, it improves the understanding o f the
meanings o f loyalty programs as well as their role in the gaming context. In addition, by
examining how a consumer’s temporal orientation impacts the meanings associated with
choice and consumer empowerment, it introduces a time-related variable to the notion of
consumer empowerment, and by extension, to the broader concept of empowerment.
Furthermore, this research advances academic theory on consumer empowerment by
utilizing the ZMET to examine the unconscious and deeper meanings associated with
control. Aside from advancing the academic literature, this study should help
practitioners strengthen their relationships with customers, particularly by offering
companies a personality variable (temporal orientation) to better target their marketing
strategies. This study also indicates deep meanings and emotional components of an ideal
loyalty program, thus providing insight into consumers’ expectations and facilitating the
better design of loyalty programs.

CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW
This review starts with a brief historic overview of loyalty programs, including a
description of casino loyalty programs. 1 then present the theme of consumer
empowerment, and examine the constructs of Empowerment and Power, as well as
discuss their means o f measurement. Next is an introduction to the literature on temporal
orientation and perceptions of time, concluding with a researeh statement.

Loyalty Programs
Loyalty programs are marketing programs that encourage repeat business by
rewarding repeat purchase. They are “designed to enhance brand loyalty by cultivating an
ongoing relationship between a marketer and his consumer. Successful loyalty programs
encourage the consumer to buy frequently, to increase the amount spent each time, and to
concentrate all or most of their related purchases on that brand” (“Loyalty program,”
n.d.).
The first form of loyalty programs can be traced back to supermarket green stamp
programs in which customers earned stamps according to their purchases. The stamps
were pasted into books, which could be redeemed for merchandise. A well-known
program is Sperry and Hutchinson’s Green Stamps, which was introduced in 1896 in
Jackson, Ml and still exists today. Another known example of an early loyalty program is

Betty Crocker’s cereal program launched in 1929, in which points were redeemable for
kitchenware. Loyalty programs provide differentiated treatment to an array of valuable
customers. In 1936 American Airlines introduced the Admirals Club, an invitation only
VIP program. Memberships were given exclusively to frequent fliers or VIPs until 1967,
when American established an open policy for dues-paying members.
Many industries ran similar forms of loyalty programs throughout the last century,
though they all ultimately reached a turning point due to the onset of computerization. In
the mid 1970s, Discover introduced a loyalty program that offered cash rebates to
customers once they had spent about $1,000. Visa, MasterCard, and Diner’s Club were
quick to follow, after American Airlines’ successful launch of the AAdvantage, the first
frequent flyer program (FFP), in 1981. Later that same year. Delta and TWA introduced
comparable programs, “creating the critical mass to make FFPs a necessary element in
any and all airlines’ marketing arsenals” (“Frequentflier.com,” n.d., para. 9). In the
beginning, hotels were partnered with airline programs. In 1993, Holiday Inn was the first
hotel chain to implement a frequent stay program. In 1997, National Rental Car
introduced the first car-rental program. Although a few frequent-renter programs still
exist, nowadays most rental-car companies are linked to an airline frequent flyer program
as an affiliate partner. FFPs are pervasive across the airline industry, with more than 70
worldwide (“Frequentflier.com,” n.d.).
Loyalty programs are used in a variety of industries, notably within various segments
of Internet retail. Advances in database technology have extended the capabilities of
loyalty programs, resulting in increased customer acquisition, retention, and recovery
efforts. Loyalty programs create sophisticated databases that allow corporations to up-

sell, cross-sell and cross-market their products. Additionally, customer information
obtained from loyalty programs is used for targeted direct-marketing efforts and
customized services. In sophisticated systems, the customer information from various
points of sale is consolidated, allowing companies to customize offers and benefits to
players aeeording to a customer’s theorized total worth (lifetime value). Some programs
combine individuals’ behavioral information with demographic data and customers’
preferences. Ritz-Carlton and Hyatt are examples of hospitality companies that include
personal preferences in their respective loyalty schemes.
Loyalty programs are instrumental to the implementation of Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) strategies, which are related to the ideas of database marketing,
frequency marketing, target-marketing, niche-marketing, and one-to-one marketing.
Researchers have predicted that the increased use of technologies such as neural networks
and statistical modeling will further advance database marketing (Mayer & Lapidus,
1998), and, by extension, the possibilities for loyalty programs as well. Casino loyalty
programs already utilize sophisticated analytical tools and practice one-to-one marketing,
and thus offer a wealth of research opportunity for the study of loyalty programs. The
next section provides an overview of casino programs.
Casino Loyalty Programs
Casinos have long applied CRM strategies, prioritizing and attaching value to their
customers. Well aware of which guests are the most profitable, casinos assign hosts to
take care of detailed personal arrangements for their premium customers. Bowen (1994)
explains that casinos spend millions of dollars on facilities to attract premium players,
and offer credit lines that can run up to several millions of dollars. In an effort to cultivate

intimate and personal relationships, casinos provide complimentary meals, presidential
suites, private jets, and exclusive cruises. As casinos have grown from simply casino
properties to mega-resort hotels and technology has advanced, CRM programs have
become more technologically sophisticated. On slot machines, for example, every
transaction is recorded as long as customers use their loyalty cards. The loyalty programs
create a purchase history used for marketing efforts and service customization. Most
easino programs assign their members to different tiers that correspond to the amount
they wager over a specified period of time. Harrah’s, for example, classifies its members
as platinum, gold, and silver. As players ascend through the gambling hierarchy, they
earn greater benefits (Lucas & Kilby, 2008). Examples of such benefits include:
1. Direct marketing offers. The direct marketing offers include traditional mail,
electronic mail, and in some cases, telemarketing efforts. Direct mail offers
usually include free nights at the hotel, food and merchandise offers, and assorted
services such as spa treatments and golf. The offers vary according to customer
worth, and can be as lavish as luxury cruises and international vacations. As
Lueas and Kilby (2008) observe, the execution o f such promotions depends upon
the collaborative efforts of multiple departments, thus demanding a substantial
amount of cross-departmental training, communication, and coordination.
2. Rebates. In some cases, casinos offer rebates on losses to their higher-end
customers. Rebates refund a percentage of the player’s actual loss. These
arrangements are made on an individual basis. Lucas, Kilby, and Santos (2002)
discuss how rebates may result in losses for a casino.
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3. Hosts. These individuals manage and arrange virtually every aspect of a premium
customer’s Vegas experience. They may also establish credit lines for players,
invite them to trips and special events, and in some cases, eonduet collection
efforts. The hosts work in the easino marketing department, which is usually sub
departmentalized into geographical regions. A typical Las Vegas mega-resort has
a Latin American, an Asian, and a European (sometimes Eastem-European)
department, in addition to the domestic departments.
4. Special Events. Special events are parties organized for select players. They
usually provide entertainment and attractions such as performances, raffles, slot
and table tournaments, and gifts. Many speeial events are themed in an attempt to
fuel anticipation, exeitement, and a sense of unique opportunity, in hopes of
providing a greater impetus to attend. Hendler and LaTour (2008) find that
members enjoy special events not just for their fun and entertainment, but because
they foster a sense of connection, a collective players community.
5. Cash Back. This corresponds to a percentage of slot play (coin in) that is given
back to the customers. Casinos usually disguise the exact cash back amount using
points rather than percentages in their deseriptions of cash back programs.
As with loyalty programs in other consumer sectors, current trends in the design of
casino loyalty programs are driven by advances in technology. For example, there is
increased integration of marketing activities due to sophisticated database capabilities and
scientific analytical tools. A notable example is Harrah’s, whose loyalty efforts are a
major component in its marketing strategies (Loveman, 2003). Utilizing an integrated
data warehouse, Harrah’s combines gambling and purchase information from various

11

points of sale across various properties. Additionally, loyalty-related transactions and
processes are becoming increasingly simplified and virtually seamless. Technological
developments have allowed for less repetitive interaction with serviee agents, thereby
decreasing serviee inconsistencies and improving the reliability of the serviee process.
Furthermore, consumer gaming has become increasingly sophisticated, with programs
offering progressive benefits sueh as higher chances and prizes aeeording to a player’s
level. Technologies thus allow for greater variety and customization of the gaming
product.
The structure of some easino loyalty programs is similar to that of airline programs in
the sense that the gambler is aware of the points he or she has earned, and has the ability
to manage those points by redeeming them for complimentary stays, food, shows, and
other benefits. In such a structure, the easino establishes and communicates the number
of points necessary for particular benefits. Other programs, however, do not disclose this
information to the customer. In sueh a program, with the exception of cash back points,
the gambler is unaware o f his or her accumulated points, and complimentary
benefits/services are distributed at the discretion of the casino. In Las Vegas, The
Bellaggio, Wynn and The Venetian are examples of hotels that employ a discretionary
system. Their rationale is probably to avoid discounting the loyalty program by equating
it to a mere cash benefit. For example, rather that giving $200 in points to be used at any
restaurant, which eould cover the cost of several relatively inexpensive meals, a easino
may offer one dinner at an upscale restaurant. By taking part of the decision-making
away fi-om the consumer, the easino has the ability to restrict the choices at hand and
promote a particularized experienee.
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Restricting choice may potentially have a positive impact on the consumption
experience by purging negative sentiments— such as regret or cognitive overload—from
the decision making process. Furthermore, offering customers control over points might
preclude the enjoyment of premium luxuries that, if not predetermined as program
benefits, they otherwise would not elect to experience. According to Kivetz and
Simonson (2002), loyalty programs can more strongly impact consumers who tend to feel
guilty about consumption, the assumption being that by offering luxury goods without
providing the option to trade them for more utilitarian benefits, all potential regret is
avoided. The impact o f such benefits, however, may proceed unbeknownst to the
consumer.
Restricting consumer choice might, however, be detrimental if the consumer feels
dis-empowered. In Hendler and LaTour’s study (2008), gamblers explicitly expressed a
desire for greater control over program features, suggesting a change in loyalty program
benefits from discretionary comps to a point-system. Even though implementing such
changes might accomplish necessary improvements in the casino product, casino
management must have—or rather, claim to have—a deeper understanding of the
interplay between choice and consumer empowerment in the context of loyalty programs.
The next section examines consumer empowerment in further detail, followed by
considerations on consumer choice and consumer control.
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Consumer Empowerment
In the marketing literature, there is no singular definition of consumer empowerment.
In fact, the same holds for multiple disciplines that have examined empowerment,
including philosophy, psychology, and human resources. Research on human resource
management illustrates that the lack of clear definition of empowerment has led to
misunderstandings and tensions in the implementation of empowerment strategies
(Lincoln, Travers, Ackers, & Wilkinson, 2002). According to Wathieu et al. (2002), the
idea of consumer empowerment involves letting consumers take control of variables that
are conventionally pre-determined by marketers: product characteristics, point of access,
exposure to advertising and product information, and even price. Note that this
conception does not refer specifically to how the consumer experiences empowerment.
Wright (2006) incorporates this subjective aspect, defining consumer empowerment as
“a mental state usually accompanied by a physical act which enables a consumer or a
group o f consumers to put into effect their own choices through demonstrating their
needs, wants and demands in their decision-making with other individuals or
organizational bodies in the marketplace” (Wright, 2006, pg. 6). The idea that
empowerment is a mental state generally accompanied by an act can add to Wathieu et
al.’s considerations (Wathieu et ah, 2002) by explicitly referencing the subjective aspect
o f the empowerment experience. In this project, consumer empowerment is interpreted as
a mental state that both results in and from increased opportunity to exereise control.
Any observation concerning whether or not consumers are empowered is inevitably
wedded, first and foremost, to an underlying assumption of what power is (DenegriKnott, Zwick, & Sehroeder, 2006). Hardy and Leiba-0’Sullivan (1998) complete an in
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depth examination of the approaches to power that underlie assorted conceptions of
empowerment. In their work, they extend Luke’s( 1974) study by proposing a four
dimensional model of power. In the model’s first dimension, power is exercised by using
resources to influence the outcome of decision-making. In the second dimension, power
is exercised by controlling access to the aforementioned resources. In the third
dimension, power is legitimized through cultural and normative assumptions. The fourth
dimension conceives of power as a network of relations that captures both advantages
and disadvantages in its web. Denegri-Knott et al. (2006) draw from sociological,
philosophical and economic literature to review three perspectives on consumer power:
consumer sovereignty, cultural power, and discursive power. This categorization is used
below to examine the different views of power underlying empowerment, and is
accompanied by an analysis of how they incorporate Lukes’(1974) dimensions of power:
1. Consumer sovereignty. Consumer sovereignty has a long tradition in classical and
neoclassical economic theory (Slater, 1997), which focus on power as part of a
deliberate strategy to achieve intended outcomes. Within this framework, many
authors have defined empowerment as the ability to influence a specific outcome.
According to this model, consumers are instrumental in driving the market’s
invisible hand, which results in more efficient production, better and cheaper
products, social progress, and increased general welfare. Under this model, power
can be operationalized as the possession of various kinds of skills that help
someone accomplish a task against the resistance of others. In the consumer
sovereignty model we identify situations in the exercise of power where conflict
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exists, whether articulated or not (i.e., price negotiations or conflict resolution
encounters sueh as product returns).
2. Cultural power. Included in this category are critiques of consumer culture that
theorize the market to be politically oppressive and culturally authoritarian,
turning active citizens into passive consumers. This view was originally proposed
by critical theorists, who argue that power is embedded in organizational
structures and meanings. For critical theorists, the perceptions of the masses are
shaped invisibly by hidden forms of cultural domination (Deetz, 1992; Fox, 1973;
Mills, 1956; Perrpw, 1979). Mullender and Ward (1991) regard empowerment as
not simply an instrument of ideology, but as an operational term that can mostly
clearly be understood in relation to oppression. The discussion of cultural power
is also informed by the view of consumption as a site of resistance. In this
context, consumers are ereative agents counteracting the maneuvers of powerful
corporate players. The ideas in the cultural power model correspond to
Luke’s( 1974) third dimension, which examines the exereise of power as a
mechanism to prevent eonfliet.
3.

Discursive power. This category takes power to be a (eo)ereative force that
structures the possible field of interaction and exchange of free agents. According
to Denegri-Knott, Zwick, and Sehroeder (2006), this category includes projects
that draw from Foucault’s power/knowledge scheme, seeing individuals as
simultaneously objectified by institutional discourses and disciplinary power, and
subjectified by the self. This model includes postmodern approaches, in which
power both defines and is defined by meanings co-created amongst different
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agents in sophisticated exchange networks, thereby corresponding to Lukes’
fourth dimension.
Denegri-Knott et al. (2006) discuss how the above perspectives on power have
informed marketing and consumer studies. As approaches to power in consumer studies
move away from the classical view of conflict and conflict resolution, they can examine
complex meanings and interactions in the dynamics of power and consumer
empowerment. This investigation aims to uncover the empowerment-related consumer’s
meanings and the dynamics of power and control in the consumption context. The
meanings encountered can shed further light onto whether the consumer perceives his or
her relationship with the service provider to be one of conflict, passive acceptance,
resistance, or eo-ereation, in an effort to account for the underlying views of power from
classical, critical, and postmodern frameworks. Thus, this examination seeks to contribute
to a multi-dimensional view o f the construct of empowerment. The upcoming section
details the measurement of empowerment.
Measuring Consumer Empowerment
There was no specific measure of consumer empowerment in the literature, even
though there are many assertions using this term. As observed by Becker, Israel, Schultz,
Parker, and Klem (2002), studies of empowerment investigate conceptually related
constructs (e.g. perceived control, community competence). Much of the social sciences
analyze the study of empowerment. For example, Lincoln et al. (2002) argue that political
literature seems to embrace empowerment on three different levels: at the national level,
such as in the study of revolutions aimed to reduce inequity; at the local level, through
the strengthening of mediating agencies that allow closer ties to individual communities;
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and at the personal level, as a result of the consumer revolution and the commodification
of culture. Other studies identify dimensions and correlations to empowerment at the
individual level, but see individual empowerment as ultimately linked to civic or group
participation (Pinderughes, 1983; Rappaport, 1987; Wallerstein, 1992; Yeieh & Levine,
1992).
Psychological empowerment (PE) is a measurement of empowerment that exists at
the individual level (Zimmerman, 1995). Zimmerman defines PE as the connection
between a personal sense of competence, and a desire or willingness to take action in the
public domain. It seems logically a construct very close to the subjective empowerment
that consumers might experience, except that the latter occurs within the consumption
domain rather than within a broader social-political scope. The PE scale was developed in
the psychology domain and it has been used in studies in mental health. In a number of
studies the scale has resulted in high Cronbaeh’s alpha, indicated reliable results. PE
integrates three components: intrapersonal, interactional, and behavioral. Those
components stand for, respectively, perceptions of personal control, an understanding of
the sociopolitical environment, and a proactive approach to life. Zimmerman (1995)
differentiates PE from power by defining it as a feeling of control, a critical awareness of
one’s environment, and an active engagement in it while in his view power suggests
authority. He also notes that PE influences and it is influenced by empowerment at other
levels of analysis. Zimmerman and Rappaport (1988) used eleven indices of
empowerment representing personality, cognitive, and motivational measures to develop
a scale that represents the construct. The personality measures are based on work from
Levenson (1974) and Gurin, Gurin, Lao, and Beattie (1969), which include internal locus
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of control, change control, belief in powerful others, and control ideology. Internal locus
o f control indicates whether individuals conceptually place responsibility upon
themselves. Control ideology is the belief that people in general, but not necessarily
oneself, can influence social and political systems. Cognitive measures were
operationalized as self- and political efficacy expectations - the belief that one has the
ability to achieve goals. Self efficacy was measured based on scales developed by Tipton
and Worthington (1984), Pearlin, Menaghan, Lieberman, and Mullan (1981), and Florin
and Wandersman (1984), which measured general self efficacy, sense of mastery, and
perceived competence, respectively. Political efficiency, the belief that it is possible to
influence the political process and community decision making, was measured by a scale
that distinguishes between internal and external efficacy (Craig & Magiotto, 1982).
Internal efficiency is the belief that one has the skills necessary to influence the political
systems while external efficiency is the belief that the system is responsive to change
efforts. Motivational measures include desire for control (Burger & Cooper, 1979) and
civic duty (Campbell, Gurin, & Miller, 1954).
The detailed elements that constitute the variable PE provide an initial roadmap for
the assessment of the empowerment experience. However, there are face validity issues
when transferring the scale to different contexts. Zimmerman himself contends that the
development of a global measure of psychological empowerment might not be a feasible
or appropriate goal, since notions of empowerment vary across people, contexts, and
times (Zimmerman, 1995). The measures of PE invoke meanings that are applicable to a
social political discourse, rather than a market exchange environment as in the case of
marketing studies. In the study of consumer empowerment, PE has to be eontextualized
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to reflect complex and deeper meanings associated with the consumption experience.
Motives for modem consumption have been traced back to the Romantic Movement
(Campbell, 1987) and are theorized to reflect search for pleasure and unfulfilled wants
that consumers may try to resolve through consumption (Belk, Ger & Askegaard, 1996).
Similarly, related concepts within the nomological network of empowerment such as
sociopolitical control and community should be adapted to a product consumption
context. Not only has this study taken place in a consumption context, but in a very
particular subset within the hedonic domain; gaming. Therefore, in addition to the general
consumption meanings, the assessment of consumer empowerment might include
meanings associated with the gaming experience. Cotte (1997) suggests that gamblers are
motivated by the search of new thoughts, new sensory experiences, or by a search for
novel stimulation. She categorized gambling motives into three general groups: symbolic
motives, economical motives, and hedonic motives. She points out that even though
researchers implicitly assume that money is a primary motive for gaming (e.g. Fisher,
1993), several writers have suggested that its role is not central, simply making the
gambling more involving (Herman, 1967; Kusyszyn,1984; Zola, 1963). The symbolic
motives include money symbolizing risk-taking, to maintain a symbolic sense of control
over one’s destiny, and to replace sexual desire (Herman, 1967; Zola, 1963). The
symbolic sense o f control is theorized to replace the control that the social system will
not ordinarily permit. The hedonic motives include positive reinforcement, self-esteem
enhancement, and pure pleasure seeking or play. In her empirical study of slot gamblers,
she found the following gaming motives or meanings: I) learning (to gamble); 2) getting
a “rush” (emotional highs and lows; 3) Self-definition (identifying themselves to a type.
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such as variety seeking or risk taking); 4) Risk-taking (as a substitute for risk at other
domains); 5) Cognitive and 6) Emotional self-classification (relative to others); 7)
Competing; and 8) Communing (sharing time with others). The gambling meanings may
not relate to the construct empowerment, but also to the opposite idea of disempowerment, as illustrated by Cotte and LaTour’s (In press) findings that that online
gamblers associate their situation at home to a trap, and that the lack of control of the
gaming outcome is seen as one of the gaming appeals.
PE reflects only partially the ideas contained in the consumer empowerment
construct. Not only would the PE measure need to be eontextualized to reflect consumer
meanings but also incorporate additional dimensions associated with consumer
empowerment, such as measures of action and control and assessments of deeper
emotions. The study of emotions have characterized numerous market studies, but have
been absent from studies of empowerment in general. The specific context of this study
(i.e. a casino loyalty program) is related to consumer loyalty, which is theorized to have
cognitive, conative, and affective elements (Oliver, 1999). Desire (for control), however,
is the element closest to an emotion in Zimmerman and Rappaport’s scale of PE. As
discussed later in this chapter, the Zaltman Metaphor Elicitation Technique (ZMET)
(Zaltman, 1997) will be used in order to assess emotional as well as conscious and
unconscious aspects of empowerment. Particularly due to the hedonic aspect of the
gaming experience (i.e., non utilitarian), emotional components may inform judgments of
choice which include those within a loyalty. There is multidisciplinary evidence that
people often make evaluative judgments by monitoring their feelings toward the target
(Pham, Cohen, Pracejus & Hughes, 2001). Schwartz and Clore (1996) suggest that
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judgment inputs are feelings experienced at the time of evaluating the target. Feelings
have also been shown to guide the desirability o f choice reward trade-offs (Raghunathan
& Pham, 1999), proper problem solving strategies (Soldat, Sinclair, & Mark, 1997), and
perceived risk (Lemer & Keltner, 2001). Next section introduces the literature about
choice and its relationship with consumer empowerment.
Consumer Empowerment and Choice
The notion of consumer empowerment has been associated with increasing levels of
consumer choice, particularly due to technologies that provide opportunities to customer
choice of specific and personalized product features (e.g. McLean & Blackie, 2004; Pires,
Stanton, & Rita, 2006). A wider assortment should better meet the diverse preferences of
customers than a narrower assortment (Hoch, Bradlow & Wansink, 1999; Kahn, 1998).
However, recent research has called the belief that variety is good into question. To
illustrate this point, research indicates that in cases where choice deferral is an option,
adding an alternative to a one-alternative choice consideration increases the frequency of
not making a choice (Dhar, 1997; Tversky & Shafir, 1992). The same occurs for
increases from four to sixteen alternatives (Chemev, 2003) and six to twenty-four
alternatives (Ivengar & Lepper, 2000). Gourville and Soman (2005) called the potential
negative impact of product assortment on consumer choice “overchoice.” They introduce
the notion of an “alignable” assortment, in which brand variants differ along a single
dimension. They conclude that increasing an alignable assortment will increase brand
share, while increasing a non-alignable assortment will decrease brand share. Novemsky,
Dhar, Schwarz and Simonson (2007) propose that consumer choices are often
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systematically influenced by preference fluency, i.e., the subjective feeling that forming a
preference for a specific option is easy or difficult.
Some theorized reasons for the negative effect of variety on choice are cognitive
overload (Cristol & Sealey, 2000; Huffinan & Kahn, 1998) and regret (Iyengar & Lepper,
2000; Tversky & Shafir 1992). Thaler (1980) uses the all-inclusive Club Med as an
example to illustrate how avoiding regret causes consumers to choose not to choose. At
those resorts, almost all activities are pre-paid, which avoid decisions whether to spend to
do something, and reduces psychic costs of engaging in costly activities. In his view,
whenever choice can induce regret customers have an incentive to eliminate choice.
Additionally, the linkage between choice and intrinsic motivation (e.g. de Charms, 1968;
Deci, 1981; Deci & Ryan 1985), motivation (Dember, Galinsky, & Warm, 1992) and
personal control (e.g. Rotter, 1966; Taylor, 1989; Taylor & Brown, 1988) was shown to
have limitations in cultures with a more interdependent model o f the self (Iyengar &
Lepper, 1999). In other words, there are specific conditions, internal or external to the
choice itself, in which choice equates to perceived control. A growing body of research
seeks to understand such conditions.
Wathieu et al. (2002) introduce in this growing framework considerations on the
larger construct of consumer empowerment. They propose three specific choice-related
elements that can influence the subjective experience of empowerment: 1) control over
the choice set composition, 2) progress cues, and 3) information about other consumers.
The mechanisms of control over the choice set composition suggest that enlarging the
choice set may not result in empowerment. Instead, the perception of empowerment will
be driven by the consumer’s ability to adjust the choice context, i.e., one’s flexibility in
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defining one’s ehoices. For example, the reversibility of a ehange by the eonsumer is
believed to inerease empowerment. Another faetor has to do with the dimensionality of
the ehoice set. They propose that an ability to speeify a number of dimensions prior to
ehoiee is likely to be perceived as empowering. Chemev (2006) examined why consumer
overestimate their preferences for larger assortments, sinee they are often less confident
in choiees from larger rather than smaller assortments. Considering ehoiee as a
hierarehieal proeess, he posits that ehoiee among an assortment is a funetion of deeision
foeus and o f the degree to whieh the subsequent task of making a ehoiee is salient to
eonsumers. In other words, consumers who foeus on the first stage of the process
(selecting an assortment) are more likely to display a preferenee for the deeision
flexibility offered by larger assortments. In eontrast, eustomers who foeus on the second
stage o f the ehoiee proeess are more likely to display a preferenee for the simplieity often
afforded by smaller assortments.
The seeond element that may affect the pereeption of empowerment - progress eues is one’s ability to repeatedly assess his or her progress. More consumer eontrol requires a
more eomplex and extended ehoiee process, in which additional steps in the decision
making process provide eonsumers an occasion to assess their own ehoiees or progress
before moving on to a next ehoiee. Wathieu and his research associates submit that the
pereeption o f empowerment may be at risk unless there are “eheek points” in which
consumers may assess satisfaction and disappointment, seareh for more information,
ehange preferenees, and so on. The third element - information about other eonsumers refleets reeent attempts to improve the ehoiee environment whieh have integrated
preferenees and experienees of other eonsumers. Wathieu and his eolleagues propose that
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information about others helps consumers navigate complicated processes and assess
their own performances and power positions. Opportunities to observe or contact other
consumers engaged in the same environment is a key source of information as more
consumer control is added. Although there are examples of company driven efforts to
increase information about others, such as online auction sites, there are significant
changes generated by third parties, particularly within the Internet environment such as
consumer review sites and social networks.

Temporal Orientation
Temporal Orientation is an individual’s tendency to engage in thinking about the past,
present, or future (Holman & Silver, 1998). There have been a number of consumer
studies examining links between perception of time and behavior. Bergadaà (1990) found
that different temporal orientations may induce different sorts of motivation, different
plans, the consumption o f different types of products, and different specific attitudes that
elicit a certain organizational process in relation to products. Capar and Ittersum (2008)
found that future-oriented individuals display a higher intention-behavior consistency,
whereas more present-oriented individuals tend to display a lower intention-behavior
consistency. Walsh (1995) proposed that temporal orientation forms the context for
higher-order choices, finding that time inconsistent preferences are consistent with the
framing of the future for future-oriented individuals. Valette-Florence, Usunier, Ferrandi,
and Roehrich (2001) revealed links between personal values and temporal orientations.
Temporal orientation has also been examined in consumer studies as a dimension of
timestyle. Cotte and Ratneshwar (2000) and Shores and Scott (2007) discuss temporal
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orientation in the particular context of leisure consumption. Martin, Gnoth, and Strong
(In press) proposed that matches in temporal orientation and the advertisement lead to
enhanced evaluations of the ad. They used temporal construal theory to investigate how
people with future or present temporal orientation respond to ads with distant-future or
near-future distant primes. Their research suggests that attitudes are more favorable when
there is temporal congruency between a consumer’s chronic temporal focus (temporal
orientation) and the situational temporal distance prime they view in an ad. In other
words, attitudes are more favorable when a future-oriented person construes information
in a distant-future (rather than near-future) context and a present-oriented person
construing information in a near-future (rather than distant-future) context.
Temporal construal theory proposes that temporal distance changes people’s
responses to future events by changing the way people mentally represent those events
(Trope & Liberman, 2003). The greater the temporal distance, the more likely events are
represented in terms of abstract features that reflect the perceived essence of the event
(high-level construals). In contrast, closer events tend to be represented with concrete
details and less central characteristics of the events. Research has shown that the same
events are more likely to be related to superordinate features in the distant future than in
the near future (Liberman, Sagristano, & Trope, 2002; Liberman & Trope, 1998;
Nussbaum, Trope, & Liberman, 2003). As explained by Trope and Liberman (2003),
temporal changes in the attractiveness of an option depend on the value associated with
the high-level construal o f the option and the value associated with the low-level
construal of the option. Temporal distance should increase the weight of high-level value
and decrease the weight of low-level value. Temporal Construal Theory stems from
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Construal Level Theory (CLT), which posits that the more psychologically distant an
event, the more likely it is mentally represented in higher level constructs. The
dimensions of psychological distance include temporal, physical, hypoteticality, and
social distances.
Therefore, as the CLT suggests, temporal orientation may impact responses to
marketing efforts through cognitive mechanisms of mental representation. The literature,
however, may need to further explore the unconscious and emotional meanings that are
part of the mental representation of events. Another aspect worth examining is the role of
temporal orientation in the likeliness of forming relationships with a brand. Simons,
Vansteenkiste, and Laçante (2004) suggested that temporal orientation is related to the
ability to anticipate and construe distant-future events. A possible consequence of this
proposition tested in this study is that FO consumers will be more interested in
developing long-term relationships with a brand.
Measuring Temporal Orientation
Zimbardo and Boyd (1999) stated that “when a tendency develops to habitually
overemphasize one of these three temporal frames (past, present, or future) when making
decisions, it serves as a cognitive temporal ‘bias’ towards the past, present, or future.”
They developed the Zimbardo Time Perspective Inventory (ZTPI), a scale that measures
time perspective of future, past, and present events (Zimbardo & Boyd, 1999). After a
decade of research using exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis (e.g. Boyd &
Zimbardo, 1997), the ZTPI identified 5 factors that correspond to different types of
temporal orientation: Past Negative, Past Positive, Future Oriented (FO), Present
Hedonistic (PH), and Present Fatalist (PF).
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This study focuses on three of Zimbardo and Boyd’s groups: Present Hedonistic
(PH), Present Fatalist (PF), and Future Oriented (FO). A present hedonistic orientation
(PH) reflects a hedonic and risk-taking attitude towards life. A present fatalist (PF)
orientation reflects a helpless and hopeless attitude - they do not believe anything they do
will impact their lives. A future orientation (FO) reflects a general future orientation with
behavior dominated by strive for reward.
PH individuals might look for concrete details and more immediate benefits of their
consumption experience. They have a desire for novelty rather than consistency, which is
likely to impact their expectations in terms of variety of the choice set. PF individuals,
however, have an inherently less empowered view of life which may or may not be
associated with choice and consumer empowerment as in the other groups. A FO
individual should evaluate the more long-term and abstract levels associated with choice,
and might be more willing to take on the cognitive efforts associated with increased
choice if they see a future benefit in their present effort.

Getting a Deeper Understanding of Casino Loyalty through ZMET
Traditional marketing research methods (e.g. questionnaires, focus groups) are not able to
reach customers at a deep level. For the most part, such studies are based on customer
self reports and focus on the cognitive realm of the decision-making process (Zaltman,
1996, 1997). In the case of understanding the value of a loyalty program, focusing only
on the cognitive realm can be quite limiting. For example, when facing a survey or phone
interview, some gamblers might not feel comfortable disclosing information to the
interviewer that they feel would reduce their potential advantage at the casino.
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Additionally, there might be some customers who are unaware of their true motives
behind their loyalty program involvement. Therefore, this study calls for a methodology
that explores consumer emotions and unconscious motives as a means toward building a
comprehensive understanding of the underlying dimensions of loyalty towards the casino
brand and the loyalty program.
This investigation utilized the Zaltman Metaphor Elicitation Technique (ZMET). The
ZMET reflects the neuroscience premise that thoughts are image-based (Damasio, 1994;
Pinker, 1994; 1997). ZMET assumes that meanings driving decision-making are nonconscious, and that thoughts are based on images, not words (Zaltman, 2003). Focusing
on unearthing the content of an individual’s mind, the ZMET interviewer uses
participants’ chosen images to probe for their metaphorical thinking about a particular
issue. Thus far this technique has been used in a variety of marketing settings and has
been recently used to reveal some important insights for a museum located at a Las
Vegas casino mega-resort (Braun-LaTour, Hendler & Hendler, 2006). Hendler and
LaTour (2008) used ZMET to explore the meanings of loyalty programs and their
relation with customer loyalty. This study builds on such research by introducing
considerations on choice, empowerment, and temporal orientation in the study of a casino
loyalty program. ZMET might make significant contributions to empowerment
measurement and empowerment theory. Perhaps re-ffaming such measures in the service
domain with open-ended questions might reveal other dimensions to the consumer
empowerment construct. Another advantage of using such a research technique is that the
information is obtained from a consumer standpoint, rather then imposed by the
researcher. The consideration o f consumer’s emotions will serve to better understand how
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emotions may impact the evaluation of the choice set within a loyalty program context
and its relation with consumer empowerment.

Research Statement
The purpose of this study is to examine whether consumers’ tendencies to focus on
the past, future, or present (i.e. temporal orientation) influence their perceptions of loyalty
programs, the types o f relationship they desire with the target company, and their
subjective experience of empowerment. In order to understand the mechanisms
underlying perceptions of choice and control, this study investigates how temporal
orientation impacts the construal levels as well as deep and unconscious meanings
associated with the benefits of a casino loyalty program.
This study fills in a gap in the empowerment literature by assessing control
possibilities, emotions, as well as unconscious and deeper meanings related to choice and
the empowerment construct in the context of gaming consumption. In addition, it
introduces in the marketing literature the examination of perceptions of the choice set
itself, rather than the most common approach which is relating it to solely to the
mechanisms that explain choice outcomes within given choice sets.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODOLOGY AND DATA DESCRIPTION
A research piece is constrained by its assumptions about truth, evidence, justification,
and methods held by the researcher. Due to paradigmatic and conceptual limitations
intrinsic to our human condition, research studies should be approached as relative and
situation-dependent. In other words, the researcher should be aware at all different points
of the research cycle o f the interpretative view of reality, rather than claiming an assumed
objective and universal truth. This view reflects ideas of theorists who identify
knowledge as a product o f mediation, of “the very discursive linguistic forms that in the
rationalist tradition are regarded as merely secondary and instrumental.. .This is not to
say that the world apart from the devices of human conception and perception doesn’t
exist ‘out there;’ just that what we know of that world follows from what we can say
about it” (Fish, 2008, para. 15). There are sources of biases in a research piece that may
escape the awareness of both writers and readers, researchers and researched. Besides,
personal values influence not only what we chose to study but also the questions we
chose to ask (Becker, 1970; O ’Brien, 1993).
With the aforementioned considerations in mind, this study should be taken as a tool
for understanding a context-specific social phenomenon, rather than an attempt to reveal
a positivist truth. This is not to say that the findings do not reflect a scientific undertake
with strong methodological foundation. This research seeks to meet rigorous standards of
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“good science,” as defined by Strauss and Corbin (1990), and it is oriented by the
accounts on validity and reliability presented next.

Considerations on Validity and Reliability
As stated by Lee (1999), any study’s conceptualizations, measurement processes, and
interpretations should be chosen carefully and systematically, and should be
representative of the phenomena of interest.” According to Rubin and Rubin (1995, p.85)
“if research is valid, it closely reflects the world being described. If work is reliable, two
researchers studying the same arena will come up with compatible observations.” My
research approach and the use of in-depth interviews as a source of information make the
nature of this study mainly qualitative. The standards of “good science” (Straus &
Corbin, 1990, p. 250) are retained in a modified version to fit “the realities of qualitative
research and the complexities of social phenomena” (Straus & Corbin, 1990, p. 250).
Lincoln and Guba (1985) proposed four criteria forjudging the soundness of
qualitative research, and explicitly offered these as an alternative to more traditional
quantitatively-oriented criteria. Their proposed criteria and the "analogous" quantitative
criteria are listed in Table 1.
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Table 1.
Traditional vs. Alternative Criteria fo r Judging Qualitative Research

Alternative

Traditional
Internal Validity

Credibility

External Validity

Transferability

Reliability

Dependability

Objectivity

Confirmability

The analogous “qualitative criteria” oriented the discussions in this study. For
example, the presentation of the results leave the task of judging their transferability up to
the reader, emphasizing the idiosyncrasies of the research context. However, in order to
simplify the discussion of the methodological rigor for those readers more familiar with
the traditional quantitative criteria, the operational aspects of the research process are
detailed next under the “validity” and “reliability” labels.
Validity
Validity “at an operational level.. .derives from the evidence that discounts alternative
explanations of the researcher’s inferences. The more alternatives that can be eliminated
as implausible the stronger the inference for validity” (Lee, 1999). Maxwell (1996)
discusses three types of validity: description, interpretation, and theory. Valid description
is one that provides high levels of accuracy reporting the data. It can be improved by
audio taping interviews, transcribing the data verbatim, and providing detailed
description of the data. Valid interpretation is one that offers accuracy of description
between what the participant meant and what the researcher inferred. This can be
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enhanced by avoiding leading questions and allowing participants to use their own words
and explain their meanings. Finally, valid theory is produced when the researcher makes
very effort to discount alternative explanations. It is more likely to emerge when one
enters a study with minimal preconceived ideas. Throughout this study there has been a
conscious effort to reveal the logic behind the analysis made at the etic level so as to
allow the reader to critically examine the finding and conclusions. Besides, in order to
balance the researcher’s control over the design choices, the Zaltman Metaphor
Elicitation Technique (ZMET) was used. ZMET follows on thoughts volunteered by the
interviewee. Thereby, an emic perspective is incorporated and the conceptual relations
investigated correspond to the reality of those directly involved in it.
Besides seeking to achieve validity in the three domains described above (description,
interpretation, and theory), this research was guided by Lincoln and Cuba’s (1985)
propositions about indicators of qualitative validity, namely credibility and
transferability. The credibility criteria involve establishing that the results of qualitative
research are credible or believable from the perspective of the participant in the research.
Transferability refers to the degree to which the results of qualitative research can be
generalized or transferred to other contexts or settings. From a qualitative perspective
transferability is primarily the responsibility of the one doing the generalizing. The
qualitative researcher can enhance transferability by doing a thorough job of describing
the research context and the assumptions that were central to the research. The person
who wishes to "transfer" the results to a different context is then responsible for making
the judgment of how sensible the transfer is.
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Reliability
Reliability is the consistency and stability of the results obtained in a certain
measurement process (Lee, 1999). Consistency means repeatability - that a certain study,
when replicated, would produce similar results. Stability means that the results would be
consistent over time (Lee, 1999). Marshall and Rossman (1995) argue that qualitative
studies, by their nature, cannot be fully replicated because the world changes. However,
in an effort to improve reliability they propose that the researchers keep “thorough notes
and ajournai or log that records each design decision and the rationale behind it to allow
others to inspect their procedures, protocols and decisions.” They further suggest that
researchers keep “all collected data in a well-organized, retrievable form, to make them
available easily if the findings are challenged or if any other researcher wants to
reanalyze the data” (Marshall & Rossman, 1995, p .146). Rubin and Rubin (1995) refer
to the principle of transparency in qualitative research, which “means that a reader of a
qualitative research report is able to see the basic processes of data collection” (Rubin &
Rubin, 1995). This can be achieved by keeping detailed records describing how one goes
about conducting the research. Notes can include why certain decisions were made
during the research.
Lincoln and Guba (1985) developed the notion of dependability to reflect reliability
within a qualitative context. They argued that repeatability is not possible, since we can't
actually measure the same thing twice - by definition if we are measuring twice, we are
measuring two different things. The idea of dependability, on the other hand, emphasizes
the need for the researcher to account for the ever-changing context within which
research occurs. The research is responsible for describing the changes that occur in the
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setting and how these changes affected the way the research approached the study.
Qualitative research tends to assume that each researcher brings a unique perspective to
the study. Lincoln and Guba (1985) also developed the notion of confirmability: the
degree to which the results could be confirmed or corroborated by others. There are a
number of strategies for enhancing confirmability. The researcher can document the
procedures for checking and rechecking the data throughout the study. Another
researcher can take a ‘devil's advocate’ role with respect to the results, and this process
can be documented. The researcher can actively search for and describe negative
instances that contradict prior observations. And, after the study, one can conduct a data
audit that examines the data collection and analysis procedures and makes judgments.
Following Marshall and Rossman’s (1995) and Rubin and Rubin’s (1995)
suggestions, the following specific measures were part of an ongoing focus on
conducting a valid and reliable study:
1. All interview tapes and interview transcript records were kept in an organized
and readily available format.
2. Notes on the rationale of decisions made during data collection and analysis
processes were also kept.
3. There were constant checks for inconsistencies among themes and coherence
in individual responses. For example, in one case, it became clear that the
respondent was not the one that chose part of the topics being discussed. The
related data was not included in the analysis.
4. Alternative explanations were tested. For example, the RFM
5. The interviews were audio-taped and described verbatim.
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6. The chair of dissertation committee separately examined the raw data so that
the results could be compared.
7. Findings were compared to other studies in order to “enhance confidence in
converging empirical results” (Lee, 1999). Those comparisons are presented
in chapters four and five along with the findings.
8. There was a strong focus on exploring participant’s meanings and not those
imposed by the researcher. In particular through the ZMET methodology, the
interviews utilized laddering techniques and probes participants to explain
their metaphors in order to uncover their conscious as well as unconscious
meanings. Besides, the interviews were driven by pictures chosen by
participants, allowing them to chose the topics that are important for a given
research questions.

Research Question
The purpose of this study was to examine whether the type of temporal orientation
influences how loyalty programs are perceived. Three temporal orientations were
analyzed: Present-Hedonistic (PH), Present-Fatalistic (PF), and Future-Oriented (FO).
Such examination includes an analysis of (1) whether consumers feel empowered, (2)
when and how they exercise power, (3) the conditions in which control over loyalty
program features leads (or not) to a subjective experience of empowerment.
However, as explained earlier in this chapter, rather than approaching this problem
with a positivist view of hypothesis testing, the research propositions were grounded on
evidence that emerged from the data. Even though there are initial specific propositions
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examined the findings are not presented as the result of a particular test that confirms or
disconfirms them, but rather as a network of related propositions that interact with the
data.

Research Methods
There are two different methods used in this research. One is the Zaltman Metaphor
Elicitation Technique (ZMET), which allows for interviewee input, something traditional
marketing research methods (e.g. questionnaires, focus groups) would not have
accommodated. However, before being contacted to participate in the ZMET interview,
the subjects were classified according to their temporal orientation through a subset of the
Zimbardo Temporal Perspective Scale (ZTPS).
The use of the ZTPS may seem at first seem contradictory with my focus on
uncovering unconscious and emotional meanings volunteered by the participant and my
claims of favoring an emic view. Scales are more typically aligned with a positivistic
paradigm, in which the researcher chooses to examine predetermined topics he or she
deems important, in a survey or structured interview format (Rubin & Rubin, 1995).
However, one aspect differentiates this study from more traditional positivist accounts
that tend to identify relationships between pre-determined hermetic concepts: the fact that
the a-priori assumptions resulting from group membership did not drive the conclusions.
In other words, even though the sample was initially sub-divided according to a
researcher-imposed scale the final meanings associated with the groups were volunteered
by the participants. In fact, the very self definition of their temporal orientation was
assessed and re-constructed during the interviews. The same is true about the inferences
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associated with group membership, which in some cases were discarded as the
investigation developed. To illustrate, in a positive study that used temporal orientation as
an independent variable, the lack of a relationship between such independent and the
dependent variable would imply in no evidence that those are correlated. Even though
those variables are not correlated, we still would assume that they are conceptually valid.
In this study, however, such findings would imply that the independent variable
(Temporal Orientation) may not be conceptually relevant in the context of the
relationships presented. The meanings associated with temporal orientation, however,
may still be part of the subjects’ experience in different form. This approach is more
consistent with a phenomenological view. For this reason and in order to account for
interviewee input regarding their own temporal orientation, there were general openended questions about the respondents’ views on future, present, and past.
Many researchers acknowledge the different limitations, possibilities, and
complementarities of multi-method research (Silverman, 2001; Kirk & Miller, 1986;
Hammerseley, 1992). As stated by Hammersely (1992 p. 162):
We are not faced, then, with a stark choice between words and numbers, or even
between precise and imprecise data. Furthermore, our decisions about what level is
appropriate in relation to any particular claim should depend on the nature of what we
are trying to describe, on the likely accuracy of our descriptions, on our purposes, and
on the resources available to us; not on ideological commitment to one
methodological paradigm or another.
The use of mixed-methods is aligned with the multi-method, multi-paradigm approach to
research advocated by Lundberg and Young (2005). To summarize, the mixed approach
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does in this study not take away from the understanding of reality as situation-dependent.
Each of the research techniques utilized will be discussed in detail in the next pages.
ZMET
The ZMET methodology allows for interviewee’s opinions to be heard though indepth interviews and provides insights into the participants’ unconscious mind
(reference). Not only does this choice grant a more thorough understanding of how
respondents perceive an ideal loyalty program, it should also reveal deeper emotional and
metaphorical meanings associated with choice and empowerment. Traditional methods
are not able to reach customers at a deep level. For the most part, such studies are based
on customer self reports and focus on the cognitive realm of the decision-making process.
As noted in the previous chapter, this study investigates the consumer emotions
associated with consumer empowerment, and therefore a methodology that is particularly
geared towards such task will be resourceful in identifying possible new meanings of the
empowerment construct. Additionally, as described by Hendler and LaTour (2008), in the
case of casino loyalty programs, focusing only on the cognitive realm can be quite
limiting to management. We argued that when facing a survey or phone interview, some
gamblers might not feel comfortable disclosing information to the interviewer that they
feel would reduce their potential advantage at the casino. Additionally, customers may be
unaware of their true motives behind their loyalty program involvement.
The ZMET is a research method where the interviewer uses participants’ chosen
images to probe for their metaphorical thinking about a particular issue, reflecting the
neuroscience premise that all thoughts are image-based (Damasio, 1994; Pinker, 1994,
1997). Focused on unearthing the content of an individual’s mind, ZMET as a method
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assumes that much o f this content is non-conscious and based in images, not words
(Coulter, Zaltman, & Coulter, 2001; Zaltman, 1997; Zaltman & Coulter, 1995; see also
Christensen & Olson, 2002). “Pictures.. .serve as entry points for exploring other
consumer concepts.. .natural and efficient way for consumers to convey higher order
constructs...” (Zaltman & Coulter, 1995, p. 38).
In the initial phone contact, about seven to ten days before their interviews,
participants were asked to bring to the interview six to eight images of “your thoughts
and feelings about an ideal loyalty program means.” They brought in images from
magazines, newspapers, and personal photo albums or scrapbooks (one of the main
benefits of this method is this reliance on participant-selected stimuli), and the interviews
were organized around the images supplied by participants. The ZMET technique helps
interviewers delve into the deep metaphors that participants use to represent the meanings
of loyalty programs. As Coulter (2006) points out, the analysis of consumer metaphors,
and the analysis of consumers by metaphor, have both become popular in recent
consumer research (Belk, Ger, & Askegaard, 2003; Burroughs & Mick, 2004; Cotte,
Ratneshwar, & Mick, 2004; Coulter & Zaltman 2000; Coulter et al., 2001, Joy & Sherry,
2003). Researchers find that metaphors are the key units of thinking, knowing, and
understanding (Coulter & Zaltman, 2000; Lakoff, 1987; Lakoff & Johnson, 1980;
Ortony, 1993). Projective techniques and sensory probes were also included in the
interviews to elicit metaphorical language and images of loyalty programs. This array of
techniques surfaces more than simple cognitions, but also includes emotions, attitudes,
goals, values, symbols and even sensory aspects of gambling (Christensen & Olson,
2002).
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Thus far this technique has been used in a variety of marketing settings and has been
recently used to reveal some important insights for a museum located at a Las Vegas
casino mega-resort (Braun-LaTour, Hendler & Hendler, 2006) and to explore the
meanings o f loyalty programs (Hendler & LaTour, 2008). It has not yet, however, been
used to examine consumer empowerment.
The ZMET Process
A typical ZMET interview proceeds as follows: first, potential participants are
contacted and asked to find images such as photos, clips from magazines or other sources
that represent their thoughts and feelings about a particular issue or brand. The participant
is given several days to find these images and bring them to the interview session. The
one-on-one interview is guided by these images. The first question is typically: “How
does this image reflect your thoughts and feelings about X ....” and participants are
guided by the interviewer to explore their deeper connections to the target brand or issue.
They are probed in different ways and encouraged to clarify or provide examples of the
ideas they present, thereby the meanings are obtained from the customer standpoint. For
example, one probe might be to have participants “widen the frame” of their image and
describe what else might enter in order to better explain how they feel about their loyalty,
for instance, to the mega-resort casino. They are also asked about missing images,
defined as important images that represent ideas for which they could not find relevant
pictures.
A ZMET interview usually lasts approximately 90 minutes per participant. The
ZMET interview process is very flexible, and, other than the picture/storytelling process
which occurs in all ZMET studies, other projective techniques can be employed within
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the interview to get at a deep understanding of the issue being studied. In this study, the
triadic sorting process, sensory metaphors, and vignette creation were used. In the triadic
sorting process, participants describe how two pictures differ from a third one,
stimulating them to identify higher level concepts, and possibly helping form connecting
ideas. Metaphor elicitation is used during different phases of the interview. One step
involves asking the participant to metaphorically think about the topic (or brand) as
represented in various senses. For instance, participants identified a color, a taste, a touch,
a sound, and an emotion that would represent the slot club. The ZMET interviewer
constantly probes metaphors in order to elaborate deeper meanings of the ideas presented
by the subjects. In the vignette phase, participants are asked to create a story, or a movie,
about the topic. The underlying idea is to convey a sense of motion and time, engaging
different parts of the brain.
The ZMET Question
As we previously discussed, the qualitative and in-depth nature of this study intended
to reveal unexpected meanings and associations volunteered by the respondent. These
general thoughts and perceptions could be further contextualized and discussed during
one-to-one interviews. With this in mind, we chose not to include references to power,
choice, and control in the main ZMET question. Thereby, the interview allowed those
constructs to emerge (or not) spontaneously from the participant during the interview
process, rather than being imposed by the researcher. Besides, the cognitive processing of
those constructs in the picture selection task would not interfere with the possibility of
uncovering more emotional and deeper aspects associated with those constructs. A broad
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ZMET question was used, in which participants were asked to bring “pictures that
represent their thoughts and feelings about an ideal loyalty program.”
The ZMET Interviews
I started the interview by introducing myself and explaining that the study was part of
my Ph.D. dissertation at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas in conjunction with the
focal casino. Participants were told that the results would serve both the casino and an
academic paper. In addition, they were asked to sign a consent form according to
guidelines for the protection of research subjects (see Appendix A for copy of consent
form and the Information Research Bureau approval notice).
In order to make respondents more comfortable about expressing their opinions they
were told that I was not an employee of the casino. Thereby they were encouraged to be
truthful knowing that their answers would not be taken personally or hurt my feelings.
They were also told that there is no right or wrong answer to the questions asked in the
interviews and that the focus of interest is simply their thoughts and feelings. They were
also told that questions could seem repetitive or that they might have had to explain an
idea more than once in order to make sure the interviewer understood the correct
meanings of their statements. Participants were also asked whether they saw themselves
as future or present oriented, and to explain their self-assessment. It is noteworthy that
except for the introduction the interview guide was used as a support, the actual questions
were driven by the participants’ responses. The interviewee’s statements lead the
interview, and at each time the conversations went in different directions. As stated by
Rubin and Rubin (1995) “the flow and choice of topics (in a qualitative interview)
changes to show what the individual interviewee knows and feels.” Appendix B shows a
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general interview script that guided the conversations. Not every question, however, was
asked in every single interview.
The ZTPI Scale
While ZMET was used to identify the meanings associated with empowerment, the
Zimbardo Temporal Perspective Inventory (ZTPI) was used to sub-divide the sample
according to the respondents’ temporal orientation into present-hedonistic (PH), presentfatalist (PF), and future oriented (FO). The ZTPI is a scale that assesses time perspective
biases. It was established through exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses
(Zimbardo & Boyd, 1999). The original scale was assessed for internal and test-retest
reliability as well as convergent, discriminant, and predictive validity. To represent each
group, the 5 items with higher positive loadings in the principal-components matrix that
originated the five factors in Zimbardo’s scale were chosen. All items had loadings of .45
or higher, and are indicated in Appendix C. Once again referring to Hammersely’s (1992)
comments stated earlier in this chapter, the decisions about what level is appropriate to
categorize a respondent were based on the nature of what we are trying to describe, which
in a certain sense is exploratory, on the likely accuracy of the descriptions, which was to
be re-evaluated in the in-depth interviews, on the purposes, which was to assess are
relative bias, not an absolute classification, and on the resources available to this study. I
chose a subset o f the questionnaire in order to increase the response rate to the initial
mailing, and as we will further detail, obtaining our desired sample size was already
challenging within the restrictions that accompanied my research choices.
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Sample Rationale and Selection Process
The subjects interviewed are members of a Las Vegas mega-resort hotel and casino
loyalty program. Since this study seeks to uncover meaning associated with loyal
relationships, the customers in the sample displayed behavioral loyalty, hoping that
perhaps some would display attitudinal loyalty (see Baloglu (2002) for a discussion of
attitudinal and behavioral loyalty among casino customers). Therefore, as a selection
criterion we chose customers who had at least three casino trips in the 18-month period
preceding the interviews. Another criterion utilized was the Average Daily Theoretical
(ADT). ADT is a measure used by many casinos as a prediction of the daily casino
revenues generated by a player. It is calculated as the product of the casino hold and the
total daily amount wagered. Casino hold corresponds to the house advantage, and it is the
theoretical percentage of each bet that stays with the casino. For example, if a gambler
bets $1,000 a day in a game with a 5% hold, his ADT is $50. These gamblers therefore
represent the more moderate gambler at this mega casino resort (those who gamble less
generally do not earn enough to quality for slot benefits, those who gamble more are the
“high rollers” and may not be typical). The sample’s ADT ranged from the lowest end of
$150 and the highest of $1250. In fact, a series of initial simulations of mailing lists with
different criteria helped finalizing the ADT criteria. Both the casino management and I
wanted to maximize the number of customers in order to avoid the costs associated with
spreading the interviews across different dates, since the room where the interviews were
conducted could have been sold for rates above $200. Therefore the sample consisted of
8 customers per group - 8 Future-oriented (FO), 8 Present-hedonist (PH), and 8 Presentfatalist (PF) - totaling 24 respondents. The initial budget goal of $10,000 for the study
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had to be nearly doubled. The next sections describe the selection process in more detail.
It is noteworthy that a sample of 24 is relatively large for a study of this nature, providing
very reliable common constructs in between the FO, PF, and FH, while meeting an
adequate sample size within each o f those sub-groups. Attaining such sample size was
very challenging, and the associated recruiting costs considerably high. Zaltman’s
research shows that 90-95 per cent of existing themes within a group emerges during the
first seven to eight interviews (Zaltman, 1997; Zaltman & Coulter, 1995).
Pre-selection Email
The customers who fit the criteria above who were staying at the property during the
dates of the interview were offered $25 to complete the 15-question survey instrument
based on the ZTPS scale. These customers received an email containing a brief
explanation and a link to the survey (see Appendix D), which was available on the
website www. survevmonkev. com. In order to minimize the hassle to the consumer and
increase response, the survey consisted of 15 items out of 37. In order to be categorized
in one of the groups (FO, PH, or PF) the respondents had to score above the 80*
percentile in the items associated with that category and below the 80* percentile in the
other items in the scale that measured temporal orientation. Please note that in order to
achieve the desired sample o f 24 customers there were three phases in the data collection.
A total o f 1175 customers were contacted by email to fill the sub-set of the ZTPS used to
categorize them according to temporal orientation.
There were 315 respondents to those emails, and 64 were categorized in one of the
groups. Those 64 respondents, considered to have a temporal bias, were further
contacted for their interest in participating in an in-depth interview via phone or email.
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There were 10 denials, 4 cancellations, 21 non-responses (answer machine message or
email), and 5 bad phone numbers. They were asked to choose 6-8 pictures that
represented their thoughts and feelings about an ideal loyalty program, and told that they
would be compensated $125 for their time (Appendix E displays the recruiting script). In
the FO and the PF segments, about half of the respondents are male and half female,
accounting for a balanced sample in terms of gender. However, the PH group is
comprised of mostly females. There was only one male customer. The sample selection
was a challenging process; therefore the study was executed despite this non-ideal
circumstance. Even though the sample distribution may have accounted for a gender bias
in the results, the fact that in the other two groups no difference attributed to gender stood
out decreases the likelihood of such bias.
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Analysis Procedure
The approach to data analysis was grounded in rigorous interpretative procedures,
including individual analysis, iterations, and part-to-whole comparisons (Spiggle, 1994;
Thompson, 1997; Thompson, Locander, & Pollio, 1990). Both my chair and I
individually analyzed and coded the mass of data. Both had previous experience using
ZMET. We discussed emerging interpretations and challenged each other until we
reached the consensus maps. There were a total of 24 ZMET interviews (8 FO, 8 PH, and
8 PF customers). Each interview lasted approximately 90 minutes. The interviews were
audio taped and resulted in 457 pages of text.
The descriptions obtained during all steps of the ZMET process (i.e. photo probes,
metaphor elicitation and sensory images) generated constructs representing the
customers’ important thoughts and feelings about the mega casino resort and the slot
club. It is important to note that the constructs are “constructions” by the persons
analyzing the data. These constructs were then juxtaposed and linked to each other in
order to replicate the customers’ mental models. In other words, when customers relate
two ideas, the maps reflect such association by linking the constructs that represent such
ideas. For example, in Hendler and LaTour (2008), the idea that a customer knows his
way around the property was represented by the construct “familiarity,” which was
related to the idea of being at home, represented by the construct “home/family feel.”
When constructs were present in at least half of the interviews, they were used to
represent the mental models. When at least three participants related emerging constructs,
those constructs were linked, forming a consensus map. I also looked for deep metaphors,
because they can reveal underlying unconscious aspects of the players’ experience, as
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well as cognitive processes beyond those shown in more literal language. Understanding
these deep metaphors can help identify some of the implicit drivers of consumer
behavior. In particular, I looked for references of physical motion, bodily sensations, and
sensory experiences that represented customers’ perceptions of a loyalty program. Those
deeper metaphors are approached in this research as the mechanism to represent the
motives underlying reason and rational process; as George Lakoff and Mark Johnson
(1999) explain:
“[From a biological perspective,] it is eminently plausible that reason has grown out
of the sensory and motor systems and that [reason] still uses those systems or
structures developed from them... [This] explains why our system for structuring and
reasoning about events of all kinds should have a structure of a motor-control
system.”
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CHAPTER 4

DATA ANALYSIS
This chapter starts with an overview of the study and a description of the sample,
followed by a presentation of the results. The differences among customers with different
temporal orientations are examined, along with considerations on consumer choice and
empowerment. Next is a presentation and discussion of the consensus map of ideal
loyalty program.

Overview of the Study
The purpose of this study is to determine whether participants who are FutureOriented (FO), Present-Hedonistic (PH) or Present-Fatalistic (PF) differ in what they
want in a loyalty program, focusing on considerations on choice, control, and consumer
empowerment. The loyalty program of interest is a casino loyalty program where the
balance of the control rests with the casino (as it has been the tradition with many Las
Vegas programs), though some recent changes to that program have put more decision
making in the hands o f the gamblers.
Wathieu et al. (1999) identified three dimensions of eonsumer empowerment: 1)
control over choice set (number of alternatives, flexibility, and reversibility of decision);
2) progress cues (ability to repeatedly assess decision before making another choice); 3)
information about others (ability to see where one stands in comparison to others).
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Harrah’s loyalty program embodies the three aforementioned dimensions. Harrah’s
Total Rewards program provides control over the choice set through choice of properties,
dates (when to stay), locations (where to stay), and how to use points (different outlets
such as theaters, restaurants, etc.). There are progress cues available, such as online
information about the number of points accrued in one’s account as well as promotional
and inventory availability. Additionally, there are transparent mechanisms for obtaining
benefits, such as well-communicated criteria for accumulation and utilization of points.
At Harrah’s, one is able to compare himself to others based on more, and perhaps betterdesigned, membership levels. Players can visually observe the differentiated treatment for
higher-level members in the casino (such as access to exclusive lines at restaurants, VIP
rooms, and special parking).
The casino program where this study was conducted (hereafter referred as the focal
casino), however, follows a more traditional Las Vegas model, in which complimentary
benefits are given at the discretion of the casino. In other words, the casino does not set
explicit mechanisms for eligibility to benefits and thus the point structure is not easily
translated into a dollar figure. Special offers (such as free night stays) are often sent for
times of projected low occupancy and subject to availability restrictions, so the loyalty
program acts as part of a larger yield management system. By remaining in control of the
benefits and promotions, the casino seeks to avoid discounting the product.
The different approaches to consumer control in the research context allow an
interesting test of theory. As discussed in this chapter, theoretical implications for
consumer empowerment were found, as well as practical implications for casinos loyalty
programs and loyalty programs in general.
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Sample
The sample consisted of members of a loyalty program at a Las Vegas mega resort
hotel and casino. The foeal program eneompassed two properties located on the Las
Vegas Boulevard (The Strip), eaeh with at least more than three thousand rooms. In order
to be ineluded in the sample, eustomers needed at least three visits and a $150 to $1250
ADT (Average Daily Theoretical win) during the eighteen-month period preceding the
selection. These criteria aimed to target customers who gamble enough to qualify for
eomplimentary benefits at the property, but not enough to be considered high-rollers (i.e.
players who have aecess to the most exelusive benefits sueh as private jets or unrestricted
food and beverage).
The foeal easino assigned a room as the interview faeility. In order to maximize the
use of sueh resouree and obtain as many interviews as possible during the shortest time,
the interviews were scheduled for dates when slot tournaments were being held at the
foeal casino. There was a conscious attempt to aim at slot eustomers in order to increase
the homogeneity of the sample and the accuracy of the data (the slots wagering
information is gathered automatically as long as a player inserts a gaming card, while the
table games information is estimated and gathered manually). However, due to
difficulties achieving the desired sample size, the slot-exclusive criterion was dropped
and table players were included. Except for two players, all respondents had at least 51%
of their total amount wagered (in dollars) at slot machines. Even though the table players
differ from the slot eustomers in some gambling meanings (table players like challenges
when they gamble, while slot players prefer “not having to think”), their loyalty program
meanings were the same as those of the slot players. Out of the easino eustomers with
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scheduled stays at focal casino during the interview dates, 1175 met the ADT criteria.
Those customers were contacted by email approximately 7 to 10 days before their arrival
and were offered $25 to fill in a questionnaire with a sub-set of the Zimbardo Temporal
Perspective Inventory (ZTPI). Appendix D shows the content of the email.
A total of 315 customers responded to the emails. In order assign a temporal bias to a
customer, the additive score for the items measuring that customers’ particular temporal
had to be in the top 20* percentile, and the additive scores for the items measuring the
other two temporal orientations had to be in the bottom 80* percentile. Based on these
criteria, 64 respondents displayed a temporal bias (i.e., a PH, PF, or FO temporal
orientation). Those 64 respondents were further contacted via phone or email to
participate in in-depth interviews. There were 10 denials, 4 cancellations, 21 non
responses (there was no response to answer machine messages or emails), and 5 bad
phone numbers. The ones that were contacted were asked to choose and bring to the
interviews 6-8 pictures that represented their thoughts and feelings about an ideal loyalty
program. Appendix E displays the phone recruiting script. Demographic and behavioral
information about the participant is summarized in Table 2 (see Appendix F for further
detail).
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Table 2
Interviewee's Demographic and Behavioral Information
Temporal

Membership

Orientation

ADT

Age

Trips

(Years)

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Mean

SD

Present Fatalist

326

240

59

7

9

12

4

3

Present Hedonistic

364

209

51

11

7

9

6

3

Future Oriented

391

204

56

6

6

3

5

3

Note. ADT = Average Daily Theoretical; Trips = Total number of trips
Information based on 18* month period preceding the pre-selection email.

Interview Procedure
Twenty-four interviews with members of the focal program were conducted in
January, February, and March 2008. The technique utilized was the Zaltman Metaphor
Elicitation Technique (ZMET) (Zaltman, 1997; Zaltman & Coulter, 1995). The structure
of the guided conversation very closely followed the example shown in Zaltman and
Coulter (1995). First, participants told stories about the images they collected and brought
with them to represent their thoughts and feelings about an ideal loyalty program. In their
discussion of the pictures, the respondents were probed up to relate particular concepts to
more general ideas. For instance, if a participant reported wanting to “relax,” he or she
could then be asked “how does relaxing add to your life?” or “what does relax means to
youT' The participants were also probed down to provide concrete examples about
particular concepts, with questions such as “what particular experience makes you
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relax?” Participants were encouraged to talk about how the images were different or
similar to each other. They were probed for the meanings of missing images (i.e. pictures
they would have liked to bring in but could not find). Additionally, participants talked
about the sensory aspects of an ideal loyalty program, such as its sounds, colors, and
smells. Uncovering those sensory aspects allowed further probing into their deeper
meanings and mental representations. The interviews were audio-taped and transcribed
verbatim. The resulting data included 457 pages of text and 156 images.
Analysis
In the data analysis process, two researchers carefully examined each interview until
a consensus about the meanings and interpretations was reached. The constructs elicited
were organized in spreadsheets, and classified according to temporal orientation. The
analysis resulted in a summary consensus map of an ideal loyalty program.
Consensus maps are typical in ZMET reports. They present the main constructs that
emerged in the interviews by informant and across all informants, as well as the overall
linkages between mental constructs (Christenson & Olson 2002). The data were also
analyzed to provide deep (versus surface) metaphors for the consumption phenomenon.
As Coulter (2006) points out, the analysis of consumer metaphors, and the analysis of
consumers by metaphor, have both become popular in recent consumer research (Belk,
Ger, & Askegaard, 2003; Burroughs & Mick, 2004; Cotte, Ratneshwar, & Mick, 2004;
Coulter & Zaltman, 2000; Coulter, Zaltman, & Coulter, 2001, Joy & Sherry, 2003). The
elicitation of metaphors using primarily visual stimuli allows access to deeper feelings
and thoughts about loyalty programs that may not emerge with more conventional
interviewing techniques.
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Results
The data were analyzed in order to indicate whether the type of orientation (PH, PF,
or FO) influence how customers perceive an ideal loyalty program. The findings show
commonalities and differences in expectations about loyalty program benefits, as well as
how those groups experience control and empowerment in the relationship with the focal
casino. The presentation of the results starts with a detailed analysis of the differences
between the groups, accompanied by considerations on control, empowerment, and
choice. Following, an ideal loyalty program is presented through a consensus map. This
chapter finalizes with a discussion of how the focal program compares to Harrah’s
loyalty program.
Differences due to Temporal Orientation
This section discusses the findings organized by the different temporal orientations:
PH, PF, and FO. First, the meanings of each temporal orientation are revisited.
Descriptions o f each group’s mindset are illustrated with statements volunteered by the
respondents. For each group, there is a discussion of 1) types of relationships formed with
the focal casino; 2) the types of benefits they want in a casino loyalty program; and 3)
their unique characteristics and how they impact their perception of control and
empowerment.
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Present-Hedonistic (PH)
According to the Zimbardo and Boyd (1999), PH are characterized by an orientation
towards present enjoyment, pleasure and excitement, without sacrifices today for rewards
tomorrow. The data indicate that individuals with a present temporal bias are focused on
concrete and immediate benefits from loyalty programs, such as promotional discounts
and gifts. The PH display impulsiveness and a desire for more novelty and greater choice.
The PH mindset. There were many statements in the interviews indicating that PH
respondents were more focused on enjoying the present rather than planning for the
future. Joanne and Al said they are “spending their kids’ inheritance,” adding that they
enjoy living in the moment. Tonya explained that she doesn’t know what will happen in
the future: “I don’t worry about the past a lot. I think about the future but you know, you
never know. When you get to be my age, you’ve just seen some people not make it as far
into the future as they thought they were going to, so I just try to enjoy myself right
now...” Similarly, Margaret said: “I’m thinking about me now. It’s all about m e...I think
when you die you can’t take the money with you, when you go, so saving money and not
having any fun and enjoying life, I think is crazy.” Theodore justified his present oriented
focus on having achieved his life goals: “I don’t have plans for anything that I really
want. In other words, I feel I’ve accomplished everything I want to buy, do, all my kids
are up and running around and going on their own and everything...I’m pretty much into
now ...I’m in the moment. It’s nothing I’m working toward. I’m not striving anymore.
I’m at the present for how I’m enjoying myself.”
The PH were spontaneous and impulsive. They like “new, unplanned experiences”
(Agnes). They were less likely to plan in advance for their Las Vegas vacations, deciding
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at the last minute to make a trip. Patti’s testimony is very representative of the
impulsiveness in the PH decision-making: “Well, a lot of times, the times that they’re
having the events are not the timeframes we’re able to come. There’s another thing with
that. Many times, the one daughter and son-in-law that we come with, he will say,
“Okay, this week has been real shitty”, he says, “Call your gal and see if she can get us
some rooms for tonight”. Marcia mentions being tempted by email offers, like slot and
poker tournaments, which trigger her decision to come. Even though the direct marketing
efforts may be conducive with impulse purchase, some mailings, events, and tournaments
may seem too planned and structured. For example, the yearly giveaway was mentioned
by many as useless for not fitting their schedule.
The PH seemed superstitious, a trait reflected in their gambling style. Margaret used
the words “luck” and “karma,” and stated that she feels when something will happen,
picking “vibes” from people. She reports relying on her intuition and claims to know
when and where to play to win: “There’s a method to my madness. I get a feeling and
then I go.” She stops playing if not winning, and goes to another casino where she feels
luckier: “I just go with my gut. I can feel whether a machine is going to hit or not and
usually, typically, Fm right.” Perhaps as a consequence of their impulsiveness and
superstition, at times the PH are not concerned about rationalizing their behavior. For
example, Marcia is always looking for a “surprise win,” even if her brain says it’s not
going to happen, she is “always hoping.”
At times many PH in the sample have difficulty setting limits to their gambling
activity, losing control of money while gambling. Margaret says she sets limits but “I
always go beyond the limit that I set.” She brings her husband along to the casinos in
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order to help control and limit her gambling activity. She brought in a picture of a
washing machine to represent the feeling she has when she “chases her losses” and loses
control over her gambling: “Sometimes you feel like you’re all washed u p .. .sometimes if
you get to an addictive state which is not hard to do if you don’t set some controls.”
An ephemeral relationship. The PH did not look for a long-term relationship with the
casinos nor forming personal bonds. Some respondents didn’t even know their hosts
name. For example, even though Theodore said his host “puts him in a good mood” but
he couldn’t remember her name. Similarly, Marcia did not know her host name at
Harrah’s, even though she says she is well taken care of at that company. PH are not very
interested in being recognized. In fact, Margaret sees a negative connotation in being
recognized at casinos. She reported that one of her friends was greeted by her name at a
casino, hinting to others that she goes frequently to casinos to gamble. She emphasized
that she avoided familiarity not only in the relationship with the casino, but also in other
aspects in her life: “I’m a very private person and people are not very private with me.
They tell me their innermost secrets, but I’m very private because I don’t tell a lot of
people what’s going on with me, because it’s none of their business.” She also mentioned
not trusting casinos and believing they conduct illegal activities:
I sometimes feel that they control the play in the slot machines with the card.
Sometimes I don’t play with my card in because of it. I think when you put your card,
there’s like a blueprint o f who you are and how much you play and what kind of
machines you play... .and sometimes I don’t play with the card in because I hit better
with the card out, because I think they have control over how you win...I have a
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friend at Green Valley Ranch and they do illegal things over there, so I am sure they
do it at the bigger casinos.
Perhaps this impersonal relationship reflects on the communication dynamics
between respondents and the casino. PH aspire to have more control over the casino
benefits, but they think the casinos should take the initiative to provide such control.
They do not feel comfortable requesting more benefits, as illustrated by Marcia: “I’m not
someone to go ask: ‘Can this be comped?’ I’m just hoping they’ll do it anyway. I know
that’s not the right way, but I feel funny asking can this be comped?..” Joanne and her
husband Al also do not feel comfortable complaining, as shown in ATs statement:
I don’t know if most people write or not what their complaints are. I always felt that
if you’re going to write a complaint then you should be the type o f person that writes
a compliment too. If you’re just complaining and complaining that’s not a good
policy and I think most people don’t want to go to the trouble.”
In general this group did not complain so many of these thoughts might not be
communicated to management. Margaret, who is part of an ethnic minority, says she is
more cognizant than most when not treated well, but rather than complain she won’t go
back.
A generous figure. The PH expected a casino to be generous and appreciative,
offering gifts and unexpected surprises. They desired to feel lucky and chosen, receiving
exciting surprises and differentiated treatment without having to do anything special for
it. As Agnes explains:
You have to give the guest a feeling. It’s not you that earn it. It’s that they choose
you to be here. You are so lucky to be the chosen one to be here. So, I feel special
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because I got chosen. Don’t make me feel like I work, work, work so hard that I
deserve to be here.
Agnes was very excited about having received carnival bead necklaces for her kids
from a casino at the Fremont experience (at the Las Vegas downtown area). She
emphasized that such little things may have a bigger impact on her experience than more
expensive and structured benefits:
Not just awarding points. Maybe it could be as simple as when you walk in, there’s
chocolate on the bed, or roses ...all places have points.. .The little things that they do,
and that brings your trip memories, becomes a little bit more memorable. So when
you go back, that image will stay with you. The incentives - not necessarily. You get
a discount here, a discount there, but it you have a good memory, that will stay with
you.. .It’s not ordinary. It may be something little tiny, very small.
PH not only desire generosity from the casinos but also from themselves. They feel
proud and happy about giving to others, as shown by Marcia who brings friends on free
trips to Vegas, Agnes who wants to extend the fun to the whole family, and Theodore
who also feels proud about bringing friends to a special lounge at Harrah’s.
The PH feel lucky and excited about receiving benefits and to do not focus on the
monetary costs incurred in order to achieve them. Marcia talks about the promotional
credit that the casinos give her as “lucky money” or “free money,” and mentions that she
bought an iphone with her last big win, something that she would normally have
considered too expensive. The gambling credits are approached by many respondents as
“free play.” The same is true for tournaments; in the PH view no personal money is
invested to participate in them. Even though they do not look at those benefits as hard
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costs, the PH acknowledge an underlying trade between the casino and the customer in
which the casino makes profit. To illustrate, despite Marcia’s compliments to Harrah’s
program, she does not go so far as to say Harrah’s is generous because she thinks they
give her what she deserves.
Exciting benefits. The PH wanted fun and excitement in their experience. Agnes
brought in a picture o f firecrackers (Figure 1), saying that a loyalty program has to make
people excited. She wanted a “different spark,” emphasizing the little things casinos do to
make experience memorable. They liked complimentary benefits that would give them
instant gratification, like free play, which extends their time at the machines.

Figure 1. Picture of fireworks representing the excitement associated with the Las Vegas
experience and an ideal loyalty program.

For PH, a casino can convey fun and exciting through benefits such as surprises and
extra perks (see Figure 2). As Tonya explains:
I think loyalty programs should be kind of fiin, have a fun side to them, so not only
are you saving money but other benefits could be fun. Like for casino events, you’re
invited to events or tournaments, or we got invited to see the Phantom and that was
really fun. ...So I think it’s just kind of those little fun and unexpected things that
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make it kind of nice. ..We didn’t expect the Phantom tickets, and it was just a fun
thing to be able to do. And I don’t expect them to, like every year give us Phantom
tickets or whatever, but just those occasional little surprises that are kind of fun.

Figure 2. Picture of pifiata representing surprise as part of an ideal casino loyalty
program.

Rather than consistency, PH wanted variety and novelty. For example, Mary Alice
said she would like more complimentary options and her ideal club would be the color
blue; “The sky, openness, the freshness of blue.” She brought in a picture of a tiger to
explain the ideal club: “I feel like a hunt, like I love the games. When I come I have a
challenge. I guess, new slot machines...” The same was true for their gaming choices.
Rather than returning to the same-old machines like the FO, the PH liked new machines
and were drawn in by their physical features. For example, Theodore likes playing
machines that give surprise payouts. Marcia likes trying new games, and looks for
novelties like digital, “cute” games: “If you just play the same old things it gets pretty
monotonous and boring so I’m always looking for something new to play. Some people
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like certain machines I guess, but I’m always looking for something new and fun.” Tonya
prefers “bright/shiny machines” to “dusty old machines.”
PH were more interested in immediate and pleasurable rewards then in accumulating
long-term benefits. The longer-term benefits, such as points exchangeable for yearly gifts
or cash back, were not really valued. They thought those benefits were not significant
enough to make the experience memorable. For example, Tonya said the cash back is so
little it is “almost forgettable,” and explained that “I don’t really care about that I get
more points, because I don’t think that matters... .We don’t just play to get points.”
Marcia said though that cash back wasn’t enough “to feel good,” and Agnes considered it
“so little anyway, doesn’t make a significant difference.” PH didn’t care about the point
structure (possibility because they didn’t understand it), wanting to receive the perks
without having to make any effort or calculations. Tonya conveyed such idea with the
picture displayed on Figure 3.

Figure 2. Picture representing the undesired effort associated to benefit eligibility.
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PH wanted to act on their impulses and desires without restrictions or inconveniences.
They wanted a program that “does not tell me what to do.” Those customers feel
restricted and think the casino program is too “tight.”
Rather than trying to win the big jackpot or make gambling a profitable activity, PH
wanted entertainment, as indicated by Mary Alice:
When I gamble I want to make it fun and not be stressed out or I shouldn’t be here.
It’s more for fun and entertainment. That’s the reason I come here. Not like I’m going
to make a living out of it, like a professional. No, no. I think that’s too hard. I’m not
looking for that.
Tonya conveyed a similar idea, explained that she likes little bonuses rather than one big
jackpot. Patti brought in a picture of a bicycle standing for the work she wants to avoid
during her vacation and instead just relax. Agnes, Marcia, and Tonya complained that
inconveniences in the redeeming process take away the surprise fi-om the experience.
Joanne and husband Al describe the frequent flier programs as annoying, inconvenient,
and tricky since flights are “never available when you want.” They are not interested in
checking beforehand or “working” to find a special rate, expecting options to be available
when they want them.
Present-Fatalistic (PF)
It is harder to establish a logical prediction of the dynamics of consumer
empowerment for PF than for the other groups. According to Zimbardo (1999), a PF bias
indicates that individuals are more likely to think that the future is predestined and
uninfluenced by individual actions. Their deeply held belief that things are determined by
forces we don’t understand seem the type of connection this group has with the loyalty
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program. In fact, the interviews reveal that PF customers have a low belief in systems’
responsiveness to change and a more passive role in the consumer/company relationship
than the other groups. They are less willing to trust the establishment, and more willing to
terminate the relationship with a company.
The PF mindset. When asked to define themselves as past, present, or future oriented,
the PF respondents emphasized the present and evoked their powerless view towards the
future. As stated by Erma:
To me, the present is what life has to offer at the current moment (Now). Whether it
is troublesome or bliss; 1 live it to the full extent. The past to me is what it is ‘the
past.’ 1 never dealt in the past... The future is something to savor or dream about.
Although sometimes I do not give too much emphasis on the future. To me, the future
will come and it will be the present. 1 know that whatever I planted at the present, 1
will reap in the future. However, sometimes 1 see the future as bleak, as you'll never
know when your time will come (death) and you'll never have a chance to savor
what's in the future.
In this statement, note the conflicting nature of the rationalization “1 know that
whatever 1 planted at the present 1 will reap on the future” with the subsequent statement
where she is left to the influence of pure chance. Similarly, Beth emphasized the
uncertainty of future: “to me now is the only time that matters as 1 never know what
tomorrow will bring or if it will ever come.” William, when asked about whether he lives
in the past, present or future, said:
I would consider myself present oriented, I suppose due to my age.. .The past doesn't
do much for me, and at my age the future doesn't either. 1 was, in my younger years a
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very future oriented individual, I like to read sci-fi (Future scenarios) and I was, and
still is to a degree, totally into high tech gadgets, computer technology etc, but most
of the new high tech stuff has passed me in the fast lane, so here I am stuck in the
present, but that's not all bad.
His tone differs from the PH in a way “giving up” or letting go of his ego, rather than
enjoying the moment. Like the PH, PF were superstitious and viewed luck as an
important part to winning (perhaps even more so as they depended on “fate”). However,
they did not associate luck and excitement with gifts or surprises as the PH. Instead, they
preferred to have cut-and-dry cash options as benefits. When examples of gifts were
given, they were experience-related (like a free cruise or a free spa treatment spa), rather
than the tangible gadgets brought up by the PH.
Acceptance o f the casino power. The PF were more likely to accept the casino having
all the power in the relationship, taking the lead from the casino without much resistance.
Rob was exemplar of a PF. His first picture was a huge $100 bill to which he attributed a
“come to church” kind of message. He explained that the Las Vegas experience seems
“larger than life.” In his view, coming to Las Vegas is fun and to be “given” something
from the casino “meant to facilitate coming back here... feels like you’re being given
something that is almost guaranteed to be a pleasurable thing.” Rob, unlike most of the
PF, felt that the casino system was “transparent” (choosing a nude picture for that
discussion). He seemed to accept the casinos “calling the shots.” Rob enjoyed receiving
mail offers, and described the invitations as “ornate, and probably the prettiest thing that
has come in your mail for a month.” Rob did not expect a personalized relationship with
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the program, saying that he doesn’t expect everyone to know his name, nor he demanded
more than his current benefits;
In other words the fact that I’m here and I don’t have to pay for the room I’m sleeping
in, that’s probably a big enough incentive right there. It’s certainly a big enough
incentive right there, that if any other aspect of that magic was missing.
He added that that “I’m really easy to please” and “1 don’t have any specific requests
other than the free room” (which if taken away would make him shop around other
casinos). He was not emotionally involved with the focal program, providing
“indifferent” as the emotion to describe his feeling towards it. Rob wasn’t interested in
pushing the system. For example, he didn’t see any advantage in trying to ‘schmooze’ the
slot attendants to try to obtain more benefits; “and yeah, there’s a little bit of flex, but not
much. 1 really don’t expect that there’s a whole lot of leeway.”
Daria also seemed more accepting, acknowledging the lack of control over some
aspects of her vacation (for instance waiting hours at the airport for checked bags). Like
Rob, she admitted having low expectations and not expecting to be “treated like a
princess because 1 do very little.” She discussed the importance of the casino offering
something memorable, and noted that the casino’s scent could be a nice trigger: “It’s not
necessary that you, at the casino, need to bring me the loyalty, but give me something to
leave with that 1 will always remember, which is the smell of the casino.” The smell was
tied into feelings of tranquility and calmness, which she desired in her stay. William also
viewed the casino as being all-powerful.
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A latent desire fo r control. Even though there was a certain resignation towards the
casino power, more choice and control was expressed in more than half of the interviews
as a desired feature in an ideal loyalty program. Respondents also sought variety in the
overall experience and in the selection of machines (both in denominations as well as
type) to make their experience less “boring,” an idea exemplified in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Picture representing variety as part of the Las Vegas experience and the ideal
loyalty program.

One way in which the PF seek to exercise more choice and control is by
understanding the casino product, which includes the loyalty program benefits. In other
words, the PF’s view of choice and control was interlinked with the idea of
communication (Figure 5). The construct communication was highly noticeable in all
three groups analyzed in this study. However, for the PF group, it was the focus of the
discursive and imagery data. The PF want to clearly understand the rules and to choose
how and when to use their benefits.
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The PF do not believe systems are responsive to their needs. Their aeeeptanee of the
easino power translates into resignation. Thus, even though the PF desire more ehoiee,
they do not expeet ehanges nor do they aetually attempt to make ehanges. If unsatisfied,
they will likely look for other options rather than eommunieate their wants to
management.

Figure 5. Picture representing eommunication as a desired feature in an ideal loyalty
program.

The PF respondents would like to be given ehoices, but if they aren’t offered them
from the most powerful entity they would try to look for it somewhere else. Most PF
were dissatisfied with the point system (which they didn’t always understand). They
wanted clarity and flexibility as to how and when to use their benefits, and were more
willing than the PH to take on the cognitive efforts to understand the program, as
expressed by Daria: “spell out for me what my benefits and perks are...Teaeh me to
maximize those programs.” She eehoed many of the PF eoncems regarding having a
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simpler program, saying “less is more” and that the casino needed better eommunication
regarding their program.
Because the PF were aceepting of the situation, or less likely to demand ehanges,
their ideal loyalty elub would be one that “read their mind” (Rob) and anticipated their
wants. When the foeal easino failed to do that targeting effeetively the PH experieneed
frustration, anger, and feelings of wastefulness, as shown by Maryanne’s testimony:
Yes! 1 get too many mailings. 1 get, like, probably one a week, and that’s too
mueh.. .[1 feel] overwhelmed. 1 mean, in some ways, 1 like to know what’s going on,
but quite frankly, instead of spending all that money on those mailings. I’d just as
soon have an email if you’re going to mail me that mueh. I’d just sent an email,
beeause 1 cheek my email. 1 don’t have to have an expensive hard copy invitation
every week to a slot tournament, or to a video poker tournament or whatever. It’s too
mueh.
Maryanne desires “peace from too many mailings.” Suzie illustrates instanees when
physieal mailings would simply not work for the participant:
The email’s fine for me because 1 think it’s more timely. I’ve had offers in the mail
that the dates have already passed, just beeause it takes so long for the mail to eome,
so I’m looking at it, and today’s the 12^'^ and the offer ends on the 12*, so there’s no
way 1 eould have even used it.
The PF’s aeeeptanee of fate and chance eeases when they feel controlled. There is a
eertain aversion to the idea of being restrieted, foreed, or told to do something. Susie
exemplifies this mindset stating that “1 realize that loyalty program, they’re trying to
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force.. .or no to get you to use their product all the time...” As detailed next, the PF group
will then exercise their consumer power by looking for other venues.
A fragmented loyalty. Even though in one hand the PF were accepting of the casino
power, on the other hand this group exercises power by leaving the casino and spreading
bad word o f mouth. The PF were more likely to “give up” on a casino they felt was
unlucky or that was “tight” and move their gambling to another casino. They seemed the
group most likely to switch between casinos.
This type o f non-loyal behavior was noticeable in statements that reveal a connection
not characterized by trust, eommitment, or exclusivity. Susie reported having 10 casino
loyalty cards and 5 airline cards and she compared the price/deals when making her
ehoiees. She felt the easino “met her expeetations” regarding her room and the easino
floor, but described her loyalty as “being fragmented.” Ted, who had lost over $70,000
at the foeal easino in 2007, said he hated staying there, only did so beeause it was
convenient for attending conventions. He was a Platinum member but elaimed he was not
treated as a VIP— having to stand in long lines, go through his casino host if he wanted
any comps, and, like those living in the present, felt that everyone at the casino was
“slow.” The red tape to him was aggravating—and desired a elub that does thoughtful
things (like leave choeolate eovered strawberries on his pillow) and that he felt “listened”
to him. While one disgruntled member might not seem to be a problem, Ted reported that
he told another gambler the prior night who had just lost $18,000 at the casino, that he
should move to the Wynn and gamble there (which he did). Ted, like the other PF,
seemed to think that the foeal program was doomed as is, but willing to put up with some
of the negatives for things like eonvenienee.
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Nadine was happier with the focal program, (in fact she brought in a picture of an
eagle to express freedom associated with the free offers). She said that the foeal casino
was giving her a sweet deal—“red and hot” - whieh meant that the offer of three night
stay was hard to resist. However, she stayed only for the three nights given to her on the
mailing, moving to other casinos on the Strip for the remainder o f her ten-day stay. She
never communicated to her host (or other the casino employees) that she might be
interested in a longer stay. She says she switches casinos based on her luck and also
because the focal casino does not provide her with the food ehoiees she wants. Except for
the free nights, she none of the other comps worked for her— she didn’t understand the
loyalty points (which indicates the lack of clear communication in the program) and was
not interested in the special events. As another indication of a communication
inadequacy, she had not noticed any ehanges in the loyalty program, though according to
management there were substantial changes.
Future-Oriented (FO)
According to Zimbardo & Boyd (1999), FO participants have a longer term
orientation and are more likely to plan and feel responsible for the future. The interviews
indieate that FO look for long-term relationships with a brand/company. In fact, this
group is focused on high level aspects of the experience (like overall quality) and less
likely to be swayed by gimmicks or peripheral benefits.
The FO mindset. Exemplifying a FO mindset, Carl thought it was “silly” to live in the
moment:
Well a lot of people just live day to day, no looking forward to what you might have
to do to get to tomorrow, or where you eame from, from yesterday or what not. Most
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people just live, or a lot of people, live in the moment. ..I think that’s a silly way to go
through life, just living in the moment all the time.. ..Because you’re bound to make
mistakes, probably serious mistakes...
Anna provides another example mentioning that her husband made fun of her for
trying to live in the moment and leam crochet while - in her words: “it just wasn’t her
personality type.” When asked whether he was future, present, or past oriented, Scott said
that he tries to enjoy the present, but considerations about the future were framing his
statement:
I try not to live too far in the future, as your time should be spent in the present.
Change is good, and new ideas and advancements create the future. We need to enjoy
every minute of the present. Make every day the best and live for it. You will create a
positive future if this is done.
Melissa was more assertive about her future orientation:
I am very future oriented. I am always looking at a way to parlay things to keep
moving ahead. To me it is not what you did but you will do. Make things work for
you. Either cut your losses and change plans or stick with a winner for as long as you
feel comfortable. Certainly you take what has happened in the past to try to leam
from it but past performance is not indicative of future performance. Take risks but
move ahead.
FO customers also show a high tolerance to rules and regulations, in which they
identify a higher goal and common good: “Rules and regulations have to be there for
society” (Ernie). The FO exercise self-control, patience, and were fairly conservative in
their approach to the program and their needs. In gambling, they prefer machines that
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give the player higher odds than machines with exciting features such as bonuses. They
also set daily limits for their play and try to avoid “chasing losses.” FO assess the risk in
gambling activities as lower then the risk inherent to their daily lives. The only exception
was Anna, a self-proclaimed problem gambler who stated that, by gambling, “you can
lose everything you have.”
A long-term and stable relationship. Consistent with indications from the literature,
the FO participants wanted long-term relationships. To illustrate, Carl discusses his
relationship with a car dealer who he has bought cars from for the last 20 years and also
his relationship with his slot representative. FO seek a familiar, relaxing, and caring
environment. For instance, Anna wanted a long-term peaceful refuge, “where people
know you.. .take care of you.” Randy used the expression “this is home” to describe the
casino, adding that when calling his casino host to make reservation he tells her that he
“wants to come home.” His host then makes all the arrangements, making it easy and
“free of worries” for him. Melissa brought in a picture of a bronze sculpture to represent
the desired ealming, stress-free atmosphere, where “nothing is over the top.” Doug said
that he “never deletes an email from the (foeal easino),” adding that the loyalty program
“feels like a pat on the back” and that people are happy to see him at the casino. They
were in the program for the long term, building up their points so they could continue to
eome back and not only getting complimentary rooms but also being treated well and
with respeet. FO customers were mostly about aecumulating points to keep building a
relationship with the easino so they eould eome baek in style.
The long-term outlook of the FO influeneed how they looked at the wins/losses. Carl
mentioned that he “never made out like a bandit” but overall he had a good experienee.
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Melissa said that she “doesn’t lose sleep over” any losses, taking a bigger perspective to
her vacation. They seemed cautious about risk taking - Anna, who is a financial planner,
hated risky investment options like stocks and bonds. Most of them set a daily budget for
their casino gambling activities, and have mechanisms to control their play. For example,
Carl has a bank account dedicate to his Las Vegas vacations, and Doug mentioned that he
could never see himself having a credit line at the casino.
A consistent and fair partner. The FO want to feel important and safe. They expect to
be treated with respect by a secure, stable, and fair partner. To illustrate, Randy noted that
the biggest benefit to the slot club was the “feeling of being taken care of.” He brought in
a picture of a police man to represent the idea of feeling safe. Melissa simply stated that
“you feel safe here (at the casino).” They will reward the relationship to such partner with
their preference. In order to make them switch to another provider, “it would have to be
something extra special” (Melissa).
FO wanted consistency in their experience. Doug chose the voice of Celine Dion to
represent consistency of an ideal loyalty program. He added that he preferred a known
room than a better room that is unknown because of its familiarity, having stayed in the
same room for 10 years: “I’ve actually been upgraded here and the next day went back to
my normal room, because we like consistency.. .Some people might say, hey, 1 got
upgraded to a better suite, but to me it was uncomfortable. It was too big. It’s not what
we were looking for.” He went on to extend the desire for consistency to the overall
experience: “we want the same experience every time we come. We don’t need any
surprises...” Their desire for consistency was reflected in their preferences for more
familiar machines. For example, Carl said he preferred the older style machines to the
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newer video maehines, beeause they feel “more solid than the newer maehines that seem
like they eould break at any moment.” Analogously, Doug always plays the same Wheel
of Fortune maehines rather than trying new maehines.
Ineonsisteneies were assoeiated with laek of appropriate reeognition and at times laek
of respeet, resulting in negative emotional reaetions. Doug reported his dissatisfaetion
with the serviee at the foeal easino onee when his easino host was not there and he was
not offered the usual level of eomplimentary benefits. He was bothered by “the faet that
he (another host) wasn’t able to reeognize what my normal comps were and the faet that
he was belligerent about another host giving me those eomps.” Melissa had eoncems
regarding the ehange in rules of the slot elub, and eomplained about as being “pushed”
into staying at a different hotel, even though it was of similar quality and newer than her
usual one.
The FO wanted to know the rules upfront. They wanted guarantees rather than “sliek
promises” (Carl). Carl, who worked as a groeery retailer, didn’t trust “value” programs
and thought that in most eases the marketer gets more (information to make deeisions)
than the eonsumer. He brought in a pieture of someone “holding the consumers feet to the
eoals” to represent the idea that the loyalty programs are not benefieial to the eonsumer.
He was, however, fairly happy with the loyalty program at the easino, saying that he
“hasn’t made out like a bandit but thinks it’s cool.” On the more positive side, Carl also
likes the long-term relationship he has formed with his host.
Valuable benefits. FO respondents did not see mueh value in peripheral gifts or
gimmieks, which they saw through as “lies.” They also didn’t see mueh value in the short
term bonuses (like eash baek, whieh neither Anna nor Carl liked). Carl mentioned that he
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did not like the particular feature of the program in which accumulated points can be
redeemed for gifts at an yearly event: “it doesn’t mean anything to me.” He would rather
just accumulate points and get other benefits. Doug also mentioned that he was never
able to make use of the points - he just wanted the benefit of having a room and being
part of the club. The FO approach the loyalty program as an asset, emphasizing the
accumulated long term value of the benefits, and holding a logical longer term approach
to gambling.
The FO did not like surprises. Carl brought in a picture of a fiesta to represent his
discontentment with surprise benefits: “they offer you what they think is a real fiesta
party. Something you’ll really be interested in and it’ll be a lot of fun and all thaf, but
nine times out of ten, it’s a swing and a m iss....” Interestingly, Agnes, a PH, had brought
in the same picture (Figure 2) to represent surprise as a positive aspect of an ideal loyalty
program. The FO often established logically that that more gambling translates into more
benefits, and understood that market conditions determined how much the casino could
offer them (for instance if a huge convention was in town and room rates were higher,
they would expect less free nighfs). FO wanfed fair, clear cut, and consistent rules. Even
though they accepted revenue management practices such as yielding the prices of rooms,
they wanted to know the market conditions and prices before the end of their stay so they
could calculate how much they would receive in complimentary benefits.
The FO group wanted quality in the product options. For them, an option is only
included in the consideration set if it meets quality expectations. Ernie verbalized the
association choice/quality: “When I come here, I have a choice. I have a choice in going
to any restaurant and I know it’s going to be good food.. .1 know I have a choice of
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staying at this hotel or going to another one, but 1 know the rooms are going to be nice
here, and they’re going to be clean. 1 guess the choice is so that I’m looked after.” While
expressing his desire for consistency. Dough noted the need for periodic upgrades in the
product. Scott showed his desire for a higher-end experience referring to benefits that
would not be designed for “the average Joe,” and requesting “no two for one, please” and
“nice acts” instead of “cheesy tournaments.”
The FO wanted to leave some control in the hands of the trusted other (i.e. the focal
casino) and/or the casino host, who were “professionals” (Randy). To illustrate such idea,
Randy brought in a picture of surgeons-dressed individuals performing a relaxing SPA
treatment (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Picture representing the expected professionalism in the Las Vegas vacation
experience.
Even though FO are willing to transfer to the company some control over their
vacation experience, they will seek it back if unsatisfied with results. FO will let the
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casino know when the level of service and the benefits do not meet their standards,
expecting to receive a response. They will not only complain about their issues but offer
more abstract suggestions as to how to improve processes through technology or training.
Melissa supports such rationale by explaining that her complaints help others in the
longer term: “If you’re quiet about it, then of course no one will know and so they don’t
have an opportunity to fix it. But I let them know of the things I wasn’t happy about and
I’m sure if I’m not going to be happy about it, the next person that stays in that room isn’t
going to be happy about it either...” Randy thought it was his “job” to complain: “I’m
one of those where I make sure that everything is right. That’s my job. It’s what I do and
who I am .. .how else the company would leam to be better if no one gave any feedback.”
At the focal casino, he has called a priority service line several times and reported that
they have taken care o f his complaints. The FO believe systems are responsive to their
complaints and do not seem impatient or emotionally aroused when seeking to obtain
what they believe is their right. Eileen described how once she wanted a different room,
but since she understood it was not available she went back to change it on the day
following her arrival. FO reward responsive companies with their repeated patronage and
with concrete actions such as writing thank you notes. Ernie described an occasion when
he thought a manager handled well an angry customer who did not want to wait in line.
He wrote a letter to the restaurant complimenting the manager, who later approached him
to thank him for doing so.
During their stay at the resort, FO liked making entertainment-related choices, which
Anna described as “choices to have fun, to entertain yourself.” However, they did not
want to deal with details and trade-offs, nor to face restrictions. In a sense, not facing
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restrictions seemed more relevant to their control expectations than having more choice.
For example, Melissa wanted accommodation to her schedule, instead than a schedule
“imposed” on her. Rather then being offered specific times and dates, she expected to
hear: “What time is convenient for you?” Carl offered a metaphor for a perceived
imposition: “This is what I don’t like is, any type o f program that rams things down your
throat.”
The FO in the sample seemed to exert more control over their gambling limits than
the present-oriented groups, with the exception of one respondent self-described as a
problem gambler. Most FO set a specific budget for gambling. They discussed how they
would not “chase losses.” The FO felt they had little control over the cards or the
machines but they could control their gambling by restricting how much time they spent
and choosing where they spent their time. Another gambler, Melissa, controlled her
gambling by choosing to come (or not come) with someone who did (did not) gamble. In
Melissa’s words; “1 feel very ‘in control’ of what I’m going to do, but 1 have no control
over what the machine does. My control is, 1 can get up and leave. 1 can bet one coin, or 1
can not put any more money in, or 1 can cash out. These are the things 1 have control
over, but 1 don’t have any control over what the machine’s going to do, so 1just have to
know what 1 have control over and accept it.”
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Deep Metaphors
Research from various disciplines finds pervasive use of metaphor in everyday life.
The basic conceptual system that runs our thoughts and actions is fundamentally
metaphorical in nature (Lakoff and Johnson 1980). Metaphors structure what we
perceive, how we initiate relationships with others, and how we behave as consumers. A
deep metaphor is a metaphor that defines the centrally important features of the concept
being studied; it is a structural metaphor that allows researchers to describe one (often
novel) construct by way of another clearly understood construct. Deep metaphors form
the basis on which all subsequent surface-level metaphors are formed. In this study, the
deeper metaphors were identified from references of physical motion, bodily sensations,
and sensory experiences that represented customers’ perceptions of a loyalty program, as
well as from paradoxes and ideas that stood for opposites. For example, representations
of an opened space and freedom, which stands for the opposite of a contained space with
physical limitations, helped to identify the deeper metaphor of a container.
According to Zalman and Zaltman (2008), in some twelve thousand in-depth
interviews in over thirty countries, seven deep metaphors have surfaced with the greatest
frequency in different sectors: balance, transformation, journey, container, connection,
resource, and control. In this study, the main metaphors, which varied between groups,
were transformation (PH), container (PF), and resource (FO). Those metaphors matched
those proposed by the book. It is noteworthy that the analysis was conducted before the
release of the book, a fact that indicates that there was no conscious effort to match the
metaphors presented here to those proposed by the book. At the same time, such match
reinforces Zaltman and Zaltman’s (1999) proposition regarding the existence of “seven
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giants,” or seven deep metaphors that are usually present in consumer’s decision-making,
and perhaps indicates reliability and validity in the findings as well as the appropriate use
of the methodology.
The PH Transformation
The deep metaphor that surfaced in the PH interviews was the idea of transformation,
which involves moving from one state to another with each state having both desirable
and undesirable qualities. As example, children undergo transformation as they reach
certain milestones. The ideal loyalty program has meanings related to transformation.
The PH’s ideal casino loyalty program should allow customers to transform into both
children and celebrities. Agnes brought it a picture of a child in Disneyland to represent
the idea of transforming into children again. The PH expect no stress associated with the
ideal loyalty program. Their relationship with an ideal program involves immersion in a
state of excitement that rejuvenates them. For those customers, the loyalty programs
should convey the idea of tun, enjoyment, and uniqueness, defined by Agnes as “a
different spark.” Customers expect a level of trust and relaxation that allows them to have
no worries, no responsibilities, “escaping” their day-to-day life. As stated by Patti, “I
don’t have to think.. .my mind can be blank.” Agnes brought in a picture of Hawaii,
where “you can put your defense down.. .be yourself.” In addition to allowing the guest
to transform themselves while at the casino, the loyalty program should provide the
opportunity to transform their lives and achieve wealth through its benefits. The PH
group emphasized immediate and ephemeral sensory attributes of their experience such
as surprise and fun.
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The PF Container
The surface-level metaphors volunteered by this group reflect meanings associated to
a deep metaphor of a container. For example, Beth feels “overwhelmed (by mailings). It’s
too much,” perhaps more than the container could bear. Ted considers the casino floor
“tight,” meaning that the pay-outs are not high, but using limits or boundaries to illustrate
this idea. Conversely, he says that “(the food) won’t fill you up,” as en example of how
he considers the benefits not enough to fulfill his container of expectations. Nadine
brought a picture that she refers to as “my life style” explaining that “in Japan I ride
subway trains.. .in Hawaii there is limited s h o p p i n g . p e r h a p s meaning that her
experience in Las Vegas is less constrained. She also says that she feels “boiling hot”
when she travels to Las Vegas. She is happy that the program fits her schedule. Her time
in the city can be described as a restricted time, with no (or fewer) restrictions. There is in
fact, a recurrent association of a restricted time frame with less restriction, when one “can
do whatever I want when I want.. .this is my time” (Erma). Erma utilizes another image
that relates to conceptual limits when she explains that the program promises something
out of scale with a picture o f an expanded microscopic particle. Rob had an opposite idea,
stating that there is an aspect to the program that is “larger than life,” i.e. good, but still
evoking to size, proportions, or boundaries. The PF notion of control was related to
flexibility within boundaries, rather than to the ability to change or control broader
systems.
The reoccurring images of a conceptual or physical limitation indicate that the PF
may approach the program as a conceptual space with set proportions. However, they
want clear rules and freedom - i.e. no limitations - within such limited space. William
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brought in a picture of an open field (Figure 7), whieh is the opposite of a container, to
depict the ideas of choices and freedom assoeiated to an ideal loyalty program. He stated
simply: give me ehoiees (of benefits), I want control.” Similarly, Erma wanted to do
things “as I have decided,” It is noteworthy that they do not want work or hassle
associated with exercising choices (as stated by Susie, Beth, Ted, and Rob).

Figure 7. Pieture of an opened field representing freedom.
The FO Resource
The metaphors in the FO interviews evoke the idea of resource. Carl had separate
bank accounts for in order to differentiate resources for retirement and gambling. Randy
brought in a pieture of an individual in a field with a checkbox indicating that the person
had annuities, investment, long-term care insurance, retirement plans, real estate, and
long term health insurance, as well as a picture of someone submerged in gold (Figure 8)
to represent the value of the accumulated benefits of loyalty programs. With loyalty
programs, “you’re not taking the eash out of your pocket or out of your bank account”
(Ernie). Seott uses a projective statement saying that “the John Q. Public.. .they’re (s.i.e.)
looking for something that has a better value to it,” and Carl refers to the “actual value of
what the elub is giving you.” The FO gambling meanings also reflect the idea of
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resource. In addition to being an escape, for the FO gambling is “limitless in its
possibilities” (Carl); it is “potential” (Melissa); and it is a “hot commodity” (Randy).
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Figure 8. Picture of women submerged in gold representing value.
The Ideal Loyalty Program Consensus Map
In the ZMET methodology, findings are typically presented via a discussion of
constructs: the meanings (concepts, ideas, emotions, values, thoughts and feelings)
believed important to the consumers interviewed. As noted by Zaltman (2003, p.42),
“Consensus maps, when surfaced through metaphors, reflect consumers’ unconscious and
conscious thoughts and feelings as well as the commingling of emotion and reasons.”
The construction of the consensus map began with an examination of the converging
aspects of an ideal Loyalty program. A total of 22 constructs were uncovered. Those
constructs were mentioned by at least half of the participants in their discussions about
what they desire in an ideal loyalty program (see definitions in Appendix G). The shared
meanings of an ideal loyalty program are presented in a consensus map in Figure 9.
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The FO, PH and PF had many similarities with respect to what they desired in an
ideal loyalty club. Certain constructs in the consensus map, like communication and
escape, were mentioned by all participants. Most of the constructs (a total of fifteen) are
shared among all groups. The constructs quality, trust, and value are consistent with prior
loyalty research. There were, however, constructs unique to each group. In particular,
consistency was unique to the FO participants; generosity and surprise were unique to the
PH; and control and flexibility were unique to the PF. It is noteworthy that some of those
unique constructs at times emerged fully or partially in interviews with subjects with
other temporal orientations, but in much lower frequency than in their characteristic
group. The map displays the constructs that are common to the three groups, as well as
the constructs unique to each type of temporal orientation. Some of these differences are
further examined next in the consensus map discussion.
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Figure 9. Consensus map of an ideal casino loyalty program.

Five Main Areas o f the Consensus Map
The consensus map can be divided into five main areas best represented by the
constructs 1) Quality, 2) Relaxation, 3) Enjoyment/Fun, 4) Differentiation, and 5) Choice
(Figure 10):
Quality. The construct quality (represented on the upper area of the map) reflects the
service quality dimensions defined by Parasuraman, Zeitbaml, and Berry (1985, 1988):
reliability, responsiveness, competence, access, courtesy, communication, credibility,
security, understanding or knowing the customer and tangibles. Even though all of the
dimensions above were present in the interviews, only the ones more strongly
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emphasized by the respondents are individually represented in the map. It is noteworthy
that the labels representing such dimensions in the map were those first chosen by the
researcher to represent the information volunteered by the participants. In particular, the
quality-related labels in the map are: consistency (reliability), communication, trust
(credibility), safety (security), fairness (responsiveness).
Relaxation. The construct Relaxation (represented on the left side of the map)
includes the notion of escape and happiness resulting from the physical comfort in the
experience as well as the feelings of trust, sense of belonging, and safeness.
Enjoyment/Fun. The combined construct enjoyment/fun (represented in the lower
area of the map) pertains in particular to the gaming context, including emotions that
accompany gaming such as anticipation, thrill, excitement, as well as physical reactions
such as increased heartbeat and sweating bands.
Differentiation. The construct differentiation (represented in the lower part of the
map) refers to the idea of being special, unique, treated like a celebrity.
Choice. The construct choice (represented in the center of the map) is linked all other
main areas of the maps. Choice is a central construct in the map, the intersecting point
between the main general meanings of an ideal loyalty program (namely quality,
relaxation, differentiation, and enjoyment - the main areas of the map described above).
Choice is also directly linked to constructs unique to each group, such as Generosity
(PH), Flexibility (PF), and Control (PF); and Value (FO). As discussed in the next
section, some meanings of choice vary within different contexts among the different
temporal orientations.
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Figure 10. Five main areas of an ideal casino loyalty program consensus map.
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Differences in Meanings among PH, PF, and FO
There are shared constructs across all three groups which are particularly
illuminating because they take on different meanings depending on the temporal
orientation. In addition to some differences in the constructs of importance to these
groups, there were differences in the way their different mindsets framed how they
viewed some constructs. In particular, the meanings of the constructs relaxation,
opportunity, and choice vary as follows;
Relaxation. For PH relaxation is linked to the idea of not having responsibilities such
as “telling others what to do” (Margaret, PH) or “the day-to day responsibilities” (Agnes,
PH). The relaxation and sense of freedom results from the lack of pressure they associate
with decision-making. PF associate relaxation and freedom to the opportunity to do
things without the trade-offs that they encounter in more ‘normal” contexts in their lives.
Without such trade-offs, pressure is taken away from the decision-making. Relaxation,
however, is not as much associated with the negative of consequences of one’s action
(such the possible regret), but rather with the absence of threats or inconveniences in the
hedonic choices. In other words, while the PH are avoiding negative consequences of
their own actions, the PF are avoiding negative consequences of factors that may be
perceived as outside their control (possibly reflecting an inherent external locus of
control). Perhaps there are negative emotions such as fear that accompanies choice; and
the absence of those emotions (e.g. a fear-free mindset) might be driving the relaxation
state. FO individuals associate relaxation with trust. Such trust results from their
relationship with a partner that provides them a safe, fair, and caring environment. This
group emphasizes the presence of positive cognitive emotional associations to relaxation.
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rather than the lack of negative ones. Despite the less personal relationship with the
property, the PH’s mental representation of an ideal program included personal qualities
such as trust, a sense of belonging, and generosity. They wanted to be able to trust the
casino so that they could put their defense down and relax. Joanne chose a Seeing Eye
dog to represent an ideal relationship in a loyalty program; a “symbiotic relationship.”
She expected to feel important, special, and to be treated differently, set apart from the
rest, like a celebrity. The PH wanted a generous and caring partner, who thinks about
them in the design of a fun experience.
Opportunity. For PH and PF opportunity represents mainly the anticipation that
something will happen. It is strongly related to the thrill, excitement, and physical
reactions released by the hope of winning. When talking about opportunity-related ideas,
respondents in those groups describe the time that antecedes gambling activities. On the
other hand, FO were more focused on the time subsequent to a possible win with
accounts that were more cognitive rather than emotional. As Scott rationalizes, “I would
guess that 80 or 85% of the individuals that win will go ahead and give it back. You
know, except for those th a t ... if I win $5000 or $ 10,000,1 don’t plan on putting that in
my pocket and walking out of the casino.” Even if they do not necessarily believe they
will win long term, they contemplate that possibility again focusing on the time
subsequent to the win. Randy (FO) referred to the “limitless possibilities” resulting from
a win, connecting the idea of opportunity to the overall value of the program. It is
noteworthy that the construct of opportunity as a component of an ideal loyalty program
described in this study pertains essentially to the casino context, since it is a consequence
of the probabilistic chance of winning a gamble.
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Choice. The construct choice was associated to strategic and operational elements of
the service experience and the loyalty program design. On a strategic and more abstract
level, FO respondents in particular expect to be given (offered) a choice set that meets
their expectations in terms of product/service design and delivery. On a more operational
level, PH and PF usually referred to concrete aspects of the experience related to
communication and flexibility.
In terms of communication, respondents wanted clear rules for accruing and
redeeming points to obtain complimentary benefits, some complaining that they have to
beg hosts to get what they feel they deserve (e.g. Tonya, PH). Even customers who
considered the level of benefits received in the focal program appropriate, they still
complained about the lack of clear communication (e.g. Suzie, PF). Respondents wanted
more information about where they stand so that they can choose how to use points.
Theodore (PH) did not fully understand the point structure of the focal program, stating
that the brochures do not say anything and the slot club attendants are uninformed. He
wanted a more simple approach. Joanne and A1 (PH) felt that the focal casino has a
“concealed” system: “This is the concept from years ago in Vegas when some guy with a
cigar said ‘Oh, let’s see what I can do for you... ’ You know? We call it the begging
syndrome, where you have to go to somebody and say “Oh, could you buy me a
hamburger? That type of thing, as opposed to an open system.” They reported to feel
apprehension at check out for not knowing whether they will get complimentary rooms.
They chose a cactus to represent the feel of the loyalty program, adding that one has to be
really careful not to get hurt. Marcia (PH) felt under scrutiny with casino, explaining that
if she doesn’t gamble big she will pay for it next time with no rewards. In a similar
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analogy to Al and Joanne (PH)’s, she referred to an old Vegas mentality: “I think it’s
kind o f the old fashioned Vegas where the casino knows all, the customer or player just
knows a little and we keep dangling the little carrots in front of you to keep you coming
back, but we’re never going to really tell you what you’ve got to do to come back.” The
lack of information about the focal casino program made Tonya (PH) angry (See Figure
11).

'[IT VIRUSES SMACK IN THE IMCE.
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Figure 11. A picture representing anger experienced when benefits and/or service do not
live up to customer’s expectations.

Tonya (PH) believed the program was purposefully vague in order to avoid giving
away benefits, mentioning a time that her host told her she did not use her points and that
they did not carry over. She said that she did not like confusing programs, thinking there
is too much to think about and feeling annoyed to have to keep track of all the complex
information. Eileen considered understanding the loyalty programs rules a struggle (see
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Figure 12). Marcia conveyed the same idea by choosing the taste of snails to represent the
mysterious aspect of the program.

Struqqlina To Understand

Figure 12. A picture of Rodin’s “Le Penseur” (The Thinker) to represent the undesired
difficulty in understanding the rules and benefits of a casino loyalty program.

In terms of flexibility (see Figure 13), the customers wanted more choice variety as
well as more advanced technologies. Technology-related examples brought up were the
ability to obtain and utilize points in different outlets, such as restaurants and shops
(Agnes, PH), and to use the Internet to monitor one’s status (Suzie, PF). Ages used
Starwood as example of a program with many choices. Marcia (PH) and William (PF)
equated choice with freedom. Marcia stated that by making personal accommodations the
casinos show that the client is not just a number, and that they are not “trying to pigeon
hole you into a program that fits their needs rather than yours.”
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Figure 13. Picture representing the desired flexibility of a casino loyalty program.

An Insightful Competitor
Many requests reflected respondents’ experience with Harrah’s program, which was
often presented in the interviews as a benchmark. The interviews revealed that Harrah’s
provides better information as well as better opportunities to exercise choice. Harrah’s
program was praised for its clear communication and transparency with a clear point
structure, simple rules, many options of food/hotel, and “looser” rules regarding
complimentary benefits. Many respondents see Harrah’s as more accommodating than
the focal program, going beyond offers to offer customers a nice experience. Tonya (PH)
complimented its straightforward approach, represented by Marcia (PH) with taste of
steak and potatoes (as opposed to snails to represent the focal program).
Harrah’s program provides more flexibility and convenience through automated
processes and online features (such as the web-site and online point management
capabilities) Theodore (PH) mentions that he can easily book online a reservation at
Harrah’s, having access to all the available offers and being able to and respond to
various offers simultaneously, while at the focal casino he is offered only one choice at a
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time (an issue also brought up by Marcia (PH)). Susie (PF) gave another example to
illustrate the focal program’s lack of technological flexibility. She reported that she got
$100 slot credits, but due to technological limitations she had to use all of them in the
same machine. Theodore (PH) believes that late changes in the focal program indicate
that it is “trying to catch up to Harrah’s,” but he still prefers Harrah’s.
It is noteworthy that the Harrah’s program was deemed superior due to its superior
flexibility and communication, rather that size of the choice set. Even though Harrah’s
program includes 36 properties across the United States (https://www.harrahs.com/ourcasinos/h while the focal program encompasses two higher-end properties exclusively in
Las Vegas, the focal program’s was able to create a sense variety in the vacation
experience. Overall, respondents were happy with the choices presented by the focal
casino, particularly in terms of food and beverage and the mix of machines in the casino
floor (Agnes, Joanne, Marcia, Margaret, Patti, Susie, and Tonya). The higher quality of
the properties at the focal program helps to minimize the fact that it has fewer options
than Harrah’s. As Suzie explains, the quality of the rooms is the “one main draw” for her
to come to the casino over Harrah’s or MGM properties, and she “puts up” with the
“archaic” loyalty program at the focal casino because of its luxurious environment.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS AND FINAL CONSIDERATIONS
The purpose of this study is to examine consumer empowerment in the context of
casino loyalty programs. The personality variable temporal orientation was used to
examine whether one’s tendency to focus on the present or on the future changes
expectations about control and choice within a loyalty program as well as the nature of
the relationships formed with the company. Three temporal orientations were analyzed:
Present-Hedonistic (PH), Present-Fatalistic (PF), and Future-Oriented (FO).
In addition to highlighting differences among temporal orientations, this study also
evidences commonalities between the groups, providing a complete mental representation
of an ideal loyalty program by members of a Las Vegas based casino. The ZMET
methodology was used to help identify the deep and unconscious meanings associated
with an ideal loyalty program. The results indicate that temporal orientation changes the
types of benefits sought in a loyalty program, as well as the types of relationships formed
with a company.
This study captures valuable insights into establishing loyal relationships.
Additionally, it enhances the literature on consumer empowerment and choice by: 1)
explaining when and why having less control is a desired feature in a pleasure-seeking
experience; 2) providing contextual information and a deeper understanding of choice
(and the lack thereof); 3) identifying the dynamics of consumer empowerment according
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to temporal orientation. The review of the results begins with an analysis of the
differences between subjects according to temporal orientation. Considerations on choice,
control and empowerment are discussed in following.

Differences according to Temporal Orientation
Temporal orientation is an individual’s tendency to engage in thinking about the past,
present, or future (Holman & Silver 1998). This study focuses upon the three temporal
orientations identified by Zimbardo and Boyd (1999): Present Hedonistic (PH), Present
Fatalist (PF), and Future Oriented (FO), respectively. Present-Hedonists have a pleasure
seeking and risk-taking attitude towards life. Present-Fatalists have a helpless and
hopeless attitude towards life—they believe they are powerless to impact their lives.
Those who are Future Oriented strive for reward, and act in pursuit of personal
gratification.
This study initially proposed that PH individuals might look for concrete details and
immediate benefits from a loyalty program, as they are driven by a desire for novelty
rather than consistency. On the other hand, due to an inherently low perception of control
over their own fates, PFs might have a lower subjective perception of consumer
empowerment, and therefore different expectations than the other groups in terms of
choice and control. FO individuals should prove to evaluate the more long-term and
abstract levels of a loyalty program and perhaps he more focused on future benefits, as
well as more willing to form long-term relationships with a company.
The propositions above were indicated by the research results. When probed about an
ideal loyalty program, FO subjects volunteered meanings associated with consistency and
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quality, while PFs were more emphatic about flexibility and PHs expressed a desire for
generosity (i.e. they wanted to have options without having to give anything in return).
As the results indicated, temporal orientation influences the type of loyalty program and
benefits sought in the following manner:
Present Hedonistic
The Present-Hedonists are about having fun in the moment, seeking short-term
satisfaction, and enjoying new experiences. During their interviews, the PH group
emphasized the immediate and ephemeral sensory attributes of their experiences, such as
surprise and fun. PHs are focused on the concrete and tangible aspects of the experience.
Their expectations of the loyalty program were reflective of their character type. They
wanted benefits that enhance and differentiate their experience, facilitating fun and
excitement. Measurable benefits— such as cash back—do not provoke the sparkling
excitement or the sense o f luck and differentiation they crave. Some of the mailings are at
times a source of disappointment, as they often make last-minute decisions to travel and
encounter issues with the availability of promotions as a result.
PHs want unexpected surprises and gifts that make them feel lucky, special, and
chosen. The notion of luck relates to the deep metaphorical transformation associated
with their gaming experience. Their ideal casino program offers its customers the
opportunity to transform their lives and accrue wealth through its benefits—i.e., it
provides a context where luck can materialize. Such transformation is also associated
with an immersion in a state of excitement that literally rejuvenates, making them feel
childlike elation once again.
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PHs want to receive gifts from a casino so generous it does not require them to give
back. They do not want to feel a need to work for their benefits, by interacting with hosts,
for example, or by feeling required to gamble at designated times for preset amounts.
Present Fatalists
PFs “lack the goal focus of the future-oriented individuals, [and] the emphasis on
excitement of the hedonists” (Zimbardo, 1999). In fact, the PFs were less excited about
ephemeral aspects, such as the fun and excitement garnered from surprises and gifts, than
the PHs. Instead, they preferred to have cut-and-dry cash options as benefits. When they
offered examples of desirable gifts, they were experience-related— such as a cruise or a
spa—rather than tangible. In addition, PFs do not look for long-term relationships with a
company (as do the FO). They seemed the group most likely to switch between casinos.
The PFs were most likely to give up on a casino they felt was unlucky or “tight”, and
move on with their gambling to another casino.
One way the PF exercises power is by leaving the casino and spreading bad word of
mouth. Conversely, while in the relationship, they are accepting of the casino power
letting the casino take the lead in the relationship. They are not so averse to the “begging”
described by the Present Hedonists. Present Fatalists accept their limitations but demand
clear rules and effective communication—they want to know exactly where they stand.
They navigate the system, eager for a solid understanding of how it works. In other
words. Present Fatalists want rules and information about the casino product and loyalty
program features upfront, so they can be clear on how to abide by the system. The PFs
seek to exercise choice and control through a lucid understanding of the casino product.
In other words, they associate choice and control with the idea of communication.
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The superficial associations volunteered by this group related to the metaphor of a
deep container. The respondents’ statements constantly referred to limits and boundaries,
denoting their inclination for a less constrained Las Vegas experience, but also reflecting
their desire for clear rules regarding obtaining benefits.
Future Oriented
Consistent with the indications in the literature, the FO participants wanted long-term
relationships with the casino. They wanted an experience marked by consistency and
were unimpressed with the lure of immediate offers and gimmicks. They also wanted
information ahout market conditions to enable them to plan for future trips. Future
Oriented individuals seek a service experience much like a relationship; one that is that
familiar, relaxing, and caring.
FO individuals regard the loyalty program as an investment, and include the
relationship as a factor in their assessment of the overall value of an offer. The metaphors
provided by the FO interviewees evoked the notion of a resource. The “unlimited
possibilities” that may arise from a potential win are also factored into the value
assessment. For Future-Oriented individuals, gambling is not only an escape, but an
outlet limitless in its possibility.
The differences across temporal orientations in terms of understandings and
perceptions of an ideal loyalty program suggest that temporal orientation is an integral
part o f both conceptual and emotional frameworks that shape meaning, signification, and
perception. Simply, for each temporal orientation, different feelings drive decision
making, as evidenced by the divergent metaphors with which each group aligned.
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FO consumers might associate empowerment with higher-level construals in relation
to the service experience, while those who live in the moment seek control of lower-level
construals and concrete details. The results indicate that the perception of control might
indeed be enhanced when there is congruency between the construal levels associated
with a particular choice and those generally more salient to the consumer (perhaps due to
one’s chronic tendency to think about events in higher or lower levels of abstraction).

Empowerment and Choice
The interviews revealed a desire for increased control over loyalty program benefits
via information access and choice. However, prior to discussing control it is first
necessary to address its converse: the notion of relaxation. Instead of being in control, the
respondents seek a state of ease that allows them to relax and recharge. They crave
freedom from responsibility—as Carl, a Future-Oriented respondent notes, “an escape
from the drudgery.. .the regular day to day drudgery.”
Most of the research subjects enjoyed the “mindless” activities of being part of the
club. This characteristic was also reflected in their gambling preference, as most
respondents chose slots, which are mindless and involuntary, devoid of strategy or skill.
By not having to think or exercise control, the respondents felt that they were left with
“their own time,” to do “what they want.” Ideally, the only decisions they’d have to make
would pertain to entertainment, i.e., when to visit Las Vegas, which machines to play,
and “when to start a tournament or what restaurant to eat at”, rather than “any real
decisions that make a difference” (Melissa, FO).. In such a context, customers are able to
enjoy a wide array o f experiences that might be avoided in routine daily life.
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Additionally, not being in control made respondents immune to the negative
consequences of choices and trade-offs, and served to empower them emotionally to do
what they wanted—to escape, relax, and enjoy.
The aforementioned relaxation occurs in different contexts for each group. FO
participants were willing to concede control to the casino (or casino host) who they
believed had earned their trust. As they became increasingly willing to transfer some of
the decision-making, they just wanted to relax and make smaller, more insignificant
decisions. They were, however, quite vocal when things went wrong. This group seemed
the most content with their relationship with the casino. For the FO, relaxation is
associated with trust and results from a relationship with a partner that provides a safe,
fair, and caring environment.
For the PH and PF, the casino environment negates the work and hassle associated
with choice in daily life. The usual trade-offs are dissociated from their Las Vegas
consumption experience. To illustrate, at casinos, one may go out anytime he or she
wants without the need to dress up or be concerned about safety. It is important to note
that with PFs concern for safety was salient, whereas PHs were relieved about not having
to think critically in their decision-making. PHs are particularly worrisome of being in
control of others. An important aspect of their vacation is that they “do not need to tell
others what to do” (Margaret, PH). Perhaps disconnecting themselves from others
diminishes responsibility, as it enables them to avoid answering to someone in the advent
of unwanted consequences. Present Hedonists seem to avoid the consequences of their
actions while Present-Fatalists seem to avoid the consequences of factors beyond their
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control, thus illustrating a binary split that sees an internal versus external locus of
control as its dividing line.
Time as Control
The idea of time plays a central role in attaining the desired state of relaxation. By
assigning their vacation to a specific time, a specific budget, and including enough
entertainment options in their plan, visitors are able to exercise choice without having to
plan for those very same elements (i.e. time, budget, choices). Simply, within the pre-set
boundaries of their respective plans, they can exercise choice without restrictions or
trade-offs (i.e., associated costs). Time allocation is generally used as a mechanism of
self-control, for in allocating a specific time for indulgence and excess, consumers can
reward themselves without feeling guilty. Furthermore, by restricting activities such as
gambling, shopping, drinking, and dining to a specific time and location—Las Vegas—
the respondents can avoid the negative consequences that would otherwise be
encountered should they participate in such activities during their regular daily lives.
Considerations on Choice
A main finding from the analysis of the summary consensus map of an ideal casino
loyalty program is that choice is conceptually central and linked to several areas, namely,
quality, relaxation, differentiation, and enjoyment.
Choice relates to quality because some options, including the option to patronize the
casino, are only part of the consideration set when the quality requirements are met. The
connection between choice and relaxation occurs through the elimination of trade-offs,
such as the work, risk and hassle that may be normally associated with certain options.
Choice relates to differentiation (i.e., the idea of being special, unique, treated like a
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celebrity) by allowing one to do what ordinary customers cannot. It relates to enjoyment
(including the thrill, excitement, and automatic physical reactions such as increasing
heart rate and sweaty hands) by providing an opportunity for the customers to “have a
good time,” or their “own time,” when they can do “what [they] want” (Patti). Choice
relates directly to freedom in a deep emotional/logical sense. This association was
repeatedly volunteered by customers, with statements such as, “I am free to do what I
want” (Erma, PF) or “give me choices, give me control” (William, PF). Ultimately,
choice has a liberating role and is associated with freedom.
Choice is also directly linked to constructs that are unique to each group, specifically
Generosity (PH), Flexibility and Control (PF), and Value (FO). Generosity relates to
choice because it allows for more options without an associated cost. The link between
choice and flexibility, as well as choice and control, occurs at an operational level. When
systems do not provide flexibility, customers feel they are denied their intrinsic right to
choose, and feel a corresponding lack of control (and the associated feelings of anger and
frustration). Consequently, in the gaming context, the notion of empowerment may be
tied not to the offer of choice, but rather to a perceived lack of limitations.
Communication and Empowerment
There were instances in the interviews when participants expressed a desire for more
control. Particularly, when programs did not provide flexibility or communicate as
expected. Respondents expressed dissatisfaction with the perceived lack of
communication and flexibility, experiencing anger and frustration when feeling
restricted, forced, or ordered to do something. In terms of communication, respondents
wanted clear rules for accruing and redeeming points to obtain complimentary benefits.
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some complaining that that they have to heg hosts to get what they feel they deserve.
Even those who considered the level of benefits received to he appropriate (Suzie, PF),
complained nonetheless ahout the lack of clear communication. Many respondents
appreciated Harrah’s point system, which was presented in the interviews as a sort of
benchmark for loyalty programs.
The data evidences communication as a common theme among the groups. The
construct relates to the different dimensions proposed by Wathieu et al. (1999), and
essentially reflects Foucaultian discourse on power/knowledge. In praxis, customers seek
to obtain power through increased information ahout a product. The focus of the answers
seems to reflect a discursive model of power consistent with a postmodern approach, in
which there are sophisticated exchange networks. The power exchange in the
casino/customer relationship shifts between the various dimensions of power proposed by
Luke (1974). At times the positions taken by the respondents reflected a classical view of
power, one in which the customer has the ultimate decision to patronize the casino. Some
statements alluded to an inarticulate model of oppression, one in which the casino (in the
respondent’s mind) may even resort to illegal activities.
The dynamics o f Consumer Empowerment
The differences in choice, control, and consumer empowerment according to
temporal orientation are aligned with the proposition that the present-oriented individual
will focus on more concrete levels of choice, and the future-oriented on more abstract
levels. In other words, the present-oriented consumer (PH and PF) will seek to obtain
power through a set o f clear rules and communication. This power exchange occurs in a
conceptual domain that corresponds to lower levels of abstraction, with concrete details
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about choice as well as the mechanisms by which choice is exereised. The FO will also
expeet elear eommunieation. However, due to a signifieant level of trust, FO individuals
will be willing to transfer decision-making ability back to the casino without a transfer of
power. In other words, even without some decision-making, the FO do not feel less
empowered. The FO power exchange does not rely as mueh on eonerete details and rules
as the PF and PH, oecurring at higher level of abstraction (construal levels). The power
exchanges within a loyalty program are expressed in a two-step hierarehieal model in
Figure 14.
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Figure 14. The dynamics of empowerment aecording to Temporal Orientation.

In summary, in a lower and more concrete level eustomers desire elear
eommunieation regarding how a ehoiee set is established. At a higher level, and perhaps
in a more loyal relationship, they still want eommunieation but are willing to transfer
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back some of the decision-making to the supplier. The dynamics of empowerment
between the customer and the loyalty program indicate that CLT and temporal orientation
can be useful for understanding the expectations regarding decision-making opportunities
and choice.

Implications
The results indicate that upfront and clear communication is essential to establish
strong relationships and facilitate consumer empowerment. Loyalty programs should
provide clear rules and avoid situations where the customer feels obliged to read the fine
print for fear of being mislead. In addition, the findings suggest that loyalty programs
should focus their efforts on framing the choice context. Perhaps more important than
providing a large choice set is avoiding the perception of a lack of choice and the
associated constraints. The consumer will prefer a choice set that seems all-encompassing
to one that seems limiting. To illustrate, the consumer may prefer to have a room offer for
a certain month in which all weekdays are available, rather than an offer for a two-month
period subject to availability.
The differences according to temporal orientation can also provide important insights
into establishing loyal relationships. Casinos (and other loyalty programs) can benefit
from knowing what mindset their consumers have; money can be saved on extraneous
promotional efforts and harnessed towards those that enhance brand loyalty. For instance,
casinos may identify the temporal orientations of individual customers in their databases,
or more broadly recognize temporal biases that are characteristic of their customers
through surveys. When designing programs, perhaps a few “packages” rather than a large
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spectrum of choices will be more effective. For PH customers, casino loyalty programs
should convey fun, thrills, excitement, enjoyment, and novelty through their marketing
efforts such as tournaments, advertising, and types of benefits. For PF, the program
should anticipate their needs. Because PF fail to communicate their needs/wants to the
casino and may be likely to walk or to spread bad word of mouth if a problem occurs,
casinos should proactively seek to identify these customers so that they can understand
their needs. With improved communication, this type of walking might be avoided. The
FO group values calmness, a family vibe, and a sense of belonging. Because the FO
individual is willing to transfer some of the decision-making to the casino, companies
may benefit from providing more targeted choices through one-to-one database practices.
In the case of the FO, the link between empowerment and increasing choice commonly
asserted in recent literature may indeed lead to a conceptual misunderstanding. The FO
respondents in this study were willing to displace the task of fiirmeling the choice set onto
a trustworthy partner (i.e., a trustworthy company). They would rather examine
alternatives that were designed to fit their profile. The sense of empowerment in the FO
group stems from brand trust and the company’s ability to meet their superior
expectations.
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Limitations
As introduced in the literature review, empowerment is a multi-dimensional construct
with individual as well as collective meanings. Reflecting such approach, in this study the
data was gathered in the individual level but consumer meanings and actions as a
collective class should also be examined for a comprehensive understanding of consumer
empowerment.
There are limitations in this research piece inherent to the ZMET technique. To begin
with, there is the issue of ecological validity, i.e. the degree to which the behaviors
observed and recorded in the study reflect the behaviors that actually occur in natural
settings. In other words, those behaviors words, feelings, and constructs uncovered may
had not happened independent of the study, and instead may be conjured up or created by
the images themselves. The images chosen are not neutral. They are an artifact designed
to create/conjure certain feelings. Perhaps they lead subjects to think in ways they may
not necessarily think about a product if not exposed to that stimuli (i.e. the pictures). In
fact, many of the images brought in seemed to be from travel advertisements. Advertising
agencies themselves may introduce a bias by representing moments with distinctive
“selling” objectives.
The moment where a potential customer eyes a well-crafted magazine advertisement
is a very manipulative moment. Agents have an interest in propagating for their clients.
By creating meanings through ads the agencies (and their clients) create meanings that
change the balance of power without the awareness of the consumer.
In addition to having inherent ecological validity concerns, the findings are context
specific. The meanings found are those of frequent customers of a Las Vegas casino. The
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use of other methods and samples will indicate more appropriately how the results can be
generalized or transferred to other contexts.

Future Research
The data suggests that, along with regret and cognitive overload, which have been
examined in literature on consumer behavior, pressure is another factor with negative
valence that seems to be associated with choice. Perhaps a negative emotion such as tear
accompanies choice, and a fear-less mindset drives the relaxation state. A ZMET study of
choice will help to elucidate additional negative associations with choice.
Most of the implications revealed in the interviews reflected, on one hand, relaxation,
and on the other hand thrill and excitement. There were brief references to the downside
of gaming losses, but when asked if those were related to the loyalty program, the
respondents said no. One interviewee was a self-proclaimed problem gambler. Others
briefly mention that gaming could get “out of hand” and they would gamble unplanned
dollar amounts. Most respondents in the sample reported using a daily budget and time
allocation as mechanisms to control gambling. Interestingly, an association between
gaming and health emerged in the sensory part of some interviews. The respondents
referred to their vacation days (and gaming experiences) as their “mental health” days.
The ideal loyalty program was itself described as fruity, refreshing, and associated to
qualities of health in general. Perhaps further research would clarify the context in which
this association occurs, as well as when and how it changes to reflect meanings of excess
and undesirability.
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Future researeh eould further explore the relationship between temporal orientation
and the dimensions of psyehologieal distanee other than temporal, namely, hypothetieal,
soeial, and psyehieal distanees. In faet, temporal orientation may refleet one’s ehronie
tendency to think about events in higher or lower levels of abstraetion. If this is the case,
the subjeetive experience of empowerment might be enhanced when there is congruency
between the construal levels associated with a particular choice and those generally more
salient to the consumer. Testing such a hypothesis is beyond the scope of this study, but it
constitutes a beginning, at the very least, by indicating whether temporal orientation
impacts expectations about a choice set and, more speeifieally, about the eonstrual levels
associated with a given choice. For example, eonsiderations about the probability of
future gains were evidenced mostly in the Future Oriented group. Thus, there may be a
relation between temporal orientation and the hypothetical dimension of psychological
distance. The probabilistic coefficient of an event is lower (i.e., less predictable) in the
future. A future temporal bias, however, may make the future seem closer and thereby
increase such a coefficient.
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APPENDIX A

INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD FORMS

U N IV ER SITY O F NEV ADA L A S V E G A S

Social/Behavioral IRB - Expedited Review
Approval Notice
NOTICE TO ALL RESEARCHERS:
Please be aware that a protocol violation (e.g., failure to submit a modification fo r any change) o f an
IRB approved protocol may result in mandatory remedial education, additional audits, re-consenting
subjects, researcher probation suspension o f any research protocol at issue, suspension o f additional
existing research protocols, invalidation o f all research conducted under the research protocol at
issue, andfitrther appropriate consequences as determined by the IRB and the Institutional Officer.

DATE:

April 26, 2006

TO:

Dr. Kathryn LaTour, Hotel Administration

FROM:

Office for the Protection of Research Subjects

RE:

Notification of IRB Action by Dr. Michael Stitt, Chair
Protocol Title: The Value of Slot Clubs
Protocol #: 0603-1931

This memorandum is notification that the project referenced above has been reviewed by the UNLV
Social/Behavioral Institutional Review Board (IRB) as indicated in Federal regulatory statutes 45 CFR
46. The protocol has been reviewed and approved.
The protocol is approved for a period of one year from the date of IRB approval. The expiration date
o f this protocol is April 26, 2007. Work on the project may begin as soon as you receive written
notification from the Office for fhe Profection o f Research Subjects (GPRS).
PLEASE NOTE:
Attached to this approval notice is the official Informed Consent/Assent (IC/IA) Form for this study.
The IC/IA contains an official approval stamp. Only copies of this official IC/IA form may be used
when obtaining consent. Please keep the original for your records.
Should there be any change to the protocol, it will be necessary to submit a Modification Form
through OPRS. No changes may be made to the existing protocol until modifications have been
approved by the IRB.
Should the use o f human subjects described in this protocol continue beyond April 26, 2007, it would
be necessary to submit a Continuing Review Request Form 60 days before the expiration date.
If you have questions or require any assistance, please contact the Office for the Protection of Research
Subjects at OPRSHumanSubiects@unlv.edu or call 895-2794.
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Respect rbr persons is one of the basic ethical principles and guidelines that should assist in
resolving the ethical problems that surround the conduct of research with human subjects. Informed
consent is the tool used by researchers to apply the principal of respect for persons. A study that
occurs with informed consent must ensure that subjects, to the degree that they are capable, must be
given the opportunity to choose what shall or shall not happen to them.
In the next pages, you will be given the opportunity to know how the research “The Value of
Slot Clubs” will be conducted, and to choose whether or not to participate in it. The consent process
must include three elements:
o

information,

o

comprehension, and

o

voluntariness

As you read this document, those ideas may become clearer to you. If you do not feel that you
completely understand the consent process or the research itself please address this issue at any time
with the researcher or with the UNLV Office for the Protection of Research Subjects at 702-8952794. This intent of this consent is to ensure your understanding of thb study and of your right
to voluntary p articipation.
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INFORMED CONSENT
Department of Hotel Administration

TITLE OF STUDY; The Valae o f Slot Clubs
INVESTIGAT0R(S): Dr. Kathrvn LaTour. Flavia Hendler
CONTACT PHONE NUMBER; 895-1794.258-8051
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Purpose o f the Study
You are invited ro participate in a research study. The purpose o f this study Is to better understand the
value o f slot cliJts to casino customers. We intend to have an academic paper based on the study
findings sent to a research journal. The Venetian Hotel Resort and casino will also use the results o f this
study for managerial purposes.

Participants
You are being aj ked to participate in the study because you are a member of The Venetian slot club.
Procedures
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to describe your thoughts and feelings
about The Venetian Slot Club and about The Venetian. The interviews will be audio-taped. For your
protection, any research reports resulting from the study, as well as the audio tapes, will not contain your
last name.
Benefits of Participation
There may be dh’ect benefits to you as a participant in this study. We hope to learn whether or not the
benefits offered 'vith the clubs create loyalty to the property. The results o f the study may help casinos
provide benefits that are meaningful and create emotional attachment to the brand. It may also help
customers to understand their motives and their emotions associated to gambling.
Risks o f Participation
There are risks involved in all research studies. After careful examination, the researchers assessed the
risks o f this study as minimal. The possible risks are that you may find it difficult to explain some
thoughts and/or jmu may experience discomfort and negative feelings answering questions.
Cost /Conroeiisiition
There will not be financial cost to you to participate in this study. The interview will take a maximum
o f two hours o f your time, and you will need to look for pictures that represent your thoughts and
feelings about Tlie Venetian Slot Club and The Venetian itself. You will be compensated $200 in slot
credits for your time for your participation in a full interview. If you do not present yourself to
participate in the interview, you will not receive any compensation (i.e. no slot credits will be added to
your account). If you present yourself with the pictures but decide to terminate the interview you will
2 of 4
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receive a total ofSlOO for your participation. The slot credits will be added to your player’s club account
after the interview (please allow 24 hours ibr processing). Ih e University o f Nevada, Las Vegas may not
provide compensation orfree medical care fo r an unanticipated injury sustained as a result o f
participating in Skis research study.
Contact Information
If you have any questions or concerns about the study, you may contact Dr. Kathryn LaTour at 702-8951794. For questions regarding the rights o f research subjects, any complaints or comments regarding the
manner in which the study is being conducted you may contact the UNLV Office for the Protection of
Research Subjects at 702-895-2794.
Voluntary Participation
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may re&se to participate in this study or in any part of
this study. You may withdraw at any time without prejudice to your relations with the university or the
Venetian. You ai:e encouraged to ask questions about this study at the beginning or any time during the
research study.
Confidentiality
All information gathered in this study will be kept completely confidential. No reference will be made
in written or oral materials that could link you to this study. Only your first name and your city o f origin
will be kept in the raw data. All records will be stored in a locked facility at UNLV for at least 3 years
after completion o f the study. After that time, the data will be stored at a locked cabinet at one o f the
researchers' homes for a maximum of five years, and then all hard copies, electronic copies and audio
material will be destroyed. The only commercial organization that will have a copy o f the data is The
Venetian Resort Hotel and Casino.
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Participant Consent:
I have read the above information and agree to participate in this study. I am at least 18 years o f age. A
copy o f this forri has been given to me.

Date

Signature o f Participant

Participant Nam : (Please Print)

1 agree to have niy interview audio-taped.

Date

Signature o f Participant

Participant Name (Please Print)

Participant Note: Please do not sign this document if the Approval Stamp is missing or is expired.
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APPENDIX B
INTERVIEW GUIDE
- Thank you for taking time on your vacation to participate in this study.
Please say your name and the city you are from.
- 1 do not work for the (name of casino), you can be truthful, it is not going to hurt my
feelings, and there is not right or wrong answer: just your thoughts and feelings.
- 1 would like to note that our only interest with this project is to understand your
thoughts and feelings. If I seem repetitive or if I ask you to explain some idea it is only
because I want to make sure I understand what you mean.
- We will start with the picture -that should take about 45 minutes, and then move on to
some questions.
How were you approached to participate in this study? How was the interview explained
to you? Did you have any problems finding the pictures?

Step I - Discussion of Pictures
Please choose the picture that you would like to discuss first.
Picture X - MARK PICTURE #
1. This is a picture o f

?

2. H ow does this picture represent your thoughts and feelings about an ideal loyalty
program?
3. Is there anything you would add to this picture that would help it to represent your
thoughts and feelings about an ideal loyalty program?
4.

I f the frame o f this picture w as widened, what else would you see?

5.

I f you were to give this picture a title, what would it be?
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Step 2 - Missed images
Were there any ideas that you could not represent with an image or was there an
image you could not find?

Step 3 - Triadic sorting process
Ask respondents to choose two pictures that represent the same idea and one that
is different from those two.

Step 5 - Sensory details
We are trying to understand your feelings about an ideal loyalty program, so we
would like to know about different senses that might help to explain them. Please
let me know what comes to your mind even if it does not seem logical.

IDEAL LOYALTY PROGRAM

TASTE
NOT TASTE
COLOR
NOT COLOR
SOUND
NOT SOUND
TOUCH
NOT TOUCH
EMOTION
NOT EMOTION
SMELL
NOT SMELL
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(FOCAL CASINO PROGRAM)

APPENDIX C
FACTOR LOADINGS OF THE SUB-SET ZIMBARDO TEMPORAL PERSPECTIVE
INVENTORY (ZTPI)
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I try to live my life as fully as possible, one day at a time
Taking risks keep my life from becoming boring
I often follow my heart more than my head
I find myself getting swept in the excitement of the moment
I prefer friends who are spontaneous rather than predictable
When I want to achieve something, I set goals and consider specific means for reaching those goals
Meeting tomorrow's deadlines and doing other necessary work comebefore today's play
It upsets me to be late for appointments
I complete projects by making steady progress
I am able to resist temptations when I know there is work to be done
Since whatever will be will be, It doesn't really matter what I do
You can’t really plan for the future because things change so much
My life path is controlled by forces that I cannot influence
It does not make sense to worry about the future, since there is nothing I can doabout it anyway
Often luck pays off better than hard work
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0.5
0.7
0.45
0.44
0.48
0.56
0.63
0.48
0.61
0.61
0.64
0.59
0.73
0.68
0.45

APPENDIX D
SCREENING INTERVIEW
Dear Mr/Ms. (list name here);
Please take a moment to answer the questions below if you would like to be
compensated in $25 in slot play credits which. Thank you for your cooperation.
Read each item and, as honestly as you can, answer the question:
"How characteristic or true is this of you?"
Check the appropriate box using the scale:
1 = Very Untrue 3= Neutral 5= Very True
I try to live m y life a s fully a s p o ssib le, o n e d a y a t a tim e
W h en I w ant to a ch iev e som eth in g , I s e t g o a ls a n d c o n sid e r specific m e a n s for re ac h in g th o se g o a ls
S in c e w h a tev e r will b e will be, it d o e s n 't really m a tte r w hat I d o
T aking risks k e e p m y life from beco m in g boring
M eeting tom orrow 's d e ad lin es a n d doing o th e r n e c e s s a r y w ork c o m e before to d ay 's play
You c a n ’t really plan for the future b e c a u s e th in g s c h a n g e s o m uch
I often follow m y h e a rt m ore th an m y h e a d
It u p s e ts m e to b e late for a p p o in tm e n ts
My life path is controlled by fo rc e s th a t I c a n n o t influence
I find m yself getting sw ep t in th e e x c ite m e n t o f th e m o m e n t
I co m p le te projects by m aking ste a d y p ro g re s s
It d o e s not m a k e s e n s e to worry a b o u t th e future, sin c e th ere is nothing I c a n do a b o u t it anyw ay
I prefer friends w ho a re s p o n ta n e o u s ra th e r th a n predictable
I am a b le to re sist tem p tatio n s w h e n I know th e re is w ork to b e d o n e
O ften luck pays off b e tte r th an hard w ork
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12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

APPENDIX E
RECRUITING SCRIPT
““Hello, my name i s _________ and I am calling from the (name of casino) to thank you
for the email survey you completed online. Because you are a valuable (name of casino)
customer, we would like to know more about your opinions so we would like to invite
you to participate in a study conducted in cooperation with a research team from The
University o f Nevada- Las Vegas. Would you be interested in participating in an indepth interview which would last between one and one and a half hour and will be held at
(name of casino)? In addition to the $25 slot credits that were given you for participating
in the survey, we will give you another $125 in slot credits for your time. To participate
in the interview, you would be asked to bring 6-8 pictures that represent your feelings
about an ideal slot club. These pictures can come from newspapers, magazines, or your
own personal photos. For instance, in a past study, one person brought in a picture of a
tea kettle to represent feeling “steamed” about a particular service provider. Another
brought a picture of the sea to represent the calm feelings they felt while at that particular
location. We would like you to think about what an ideal Slot Club means to you and
find images that represent your thoughts and feelings about that ideal slot club.
IF YES:
Set up the interview time (Step 1) and then continue to (Step 2).
NO: Thank you for your time. We look forward to having you at (name of casino).
Have a good day.”
(Step 2) “Once again, you will need to choose 6-8 pictures that represent your thoughts
and feelings about your experience at the (name of casino).” Please keep in mind that the
pictures do not have literal such as photographs o f the slot card. We would like to
understand your deep thoughts and feelings. As example, one guest brought in a picture
of a scholarship ad to represent her thoughts about the Guggenheim museum - she related
the museum to education.
“Thank you for agreeing to participate. You will receive detailed instructions with the
exact location of the interview as you check-in. Please note that the interview is based on
the pictures, so please make sure you bring them with you to this study.

“Thank you again and we look forward to seeing you at (name of casino). Have a good
day.”
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APPENDIX F
INTERVIEWEE’S DEMOGRAPHIC AND BEHAVIORAL INFORMATION BY
TEMPORAL ORIENTATION

ADT

Gender
State
Trips“ Membership (Years)
Present Hedonistic
64
MO
152
F
3
9
OR
307
57
F
5
3
M
NV
68
39
2
226
314
F
63
CA
7
1
F
133
56
TX
3
7
F
AZ
3
888
62
9
354
56
F
NV
6
3
44
F
CA
3
1
238
Present Fatalist
M
MN
4
2
251
36
314
F
3
58
AZ
5
M
30
36
CA
9
828
241
50
F
TX
3
2
M
NV
501
8
9
68
52
F
HI
314
3
8
F
5
48
Canada
4
280
F
CA
3
183
56
8
Future Oriented
58
M
FL
3
135
5
M
510
53
CO
3
3
67
M
Canada
7
485
9
F
58
MA
3
5
399
F
NV
157
46
12
7
F
CA
506
55
5
1
55
M
TX
8
716
9
54
M
CA
4
3
223
ADT - Average Daily Theoretieal Loss
“Number of trips within 18 months preeeding interviews
Age
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APPENDIX G
LIST OF CONSTRUCTS
Constructs associated with an ideal loyalty program
Comfort

Escape
Happiness
Uniqueness
Enjoyment, Fun
Value
Choice
Relaxation
Sense of
Belonging
Thrill/
Excitement
Differentiation

Freedom

A nice feeling of ease resulting from the quality of services
provided by loyalty program combined with the welcoming,
personalized service.
Break away from their everyday life; leave the bills, work,
obligations behind; mindless state
Joy, pleasure, positive feelings
A quality that makes the experience not day-to-day, unique
Having fun, celebrating, enjoying oneself, having a good time
Overall worth of the slot club benefits and casino floor payoff
Different options in terms of benefits, time flexibility
Free of worries, no rules, only self to worry about, with defenses
down, comfortable
Feeing at home, taken care of
Exciting, feverish feeling resulting from gambling activities,
parties, and lively atmosphere at the (name of casino)
This occurs the loyalty program member feels special, chosen,
treated like a celebrity rather than any ordinary customer that
walks into the door.
A nice feeling resulting of doing what one wants rather than
being told what to do

Novelty

Doing new things or things that are not part of one’s day-to-day
routine

Communication

Upfront, clear, and simple rules in terms of how to acquire
benefits

Fairness

Trust

The idea that there is a fair exchange with the company: the
benefits received from the loyalty program are good considering
one’s level of patronage
The feeling that the company cares about members of the loyalty
program and will take care of their needs
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Constructs associated with an ideal casino loyalty program that are unique to a specific
temporal orientation.
Surprise
(PH)
Generosity
(PH)
Hope
(PH)
Opportunity
(FO)
Safety
(FO)
In Control
(PF)
Flexibility
(PF)

Unexpected “perks” or benefits from the loyalty program, such as gifts,
invitations, and extra cash.
Being generous, exuberant, not expecting anything in return
The feeling that something is going to happen (they will win),
anticipation
A concept related to hope, but more focused on the possibilities
resulting from a possible win
The feeling of protection due to presence of security guards and
upscale environment.
The feeling that one can do what he/she wants
“I can do anything with it (with cash)”
The notion that systems and people have to all

Note. PH = Present Hedonistic, PF = Present Fatalist, FO = Future Oriented
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